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Stanley Oguh (06-06-1992)
STANLEON»»» the power of an immortal, the soul of a human and the heart
of an hero
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A - Z OF LIFE'S JOURNEY
A for Arrival of a new born
B for Beginning of parent child affection
C for Caring and nurturing of a future citizen
D for Developing a healthy mind and soul
E for Education a must as the elixir of wise life
F For Foundation of strong character for future stability
G for Guidance to the path of devout yet wordly life
H for Honour -a sense to be instilled and pursued
I for Ideals and intelligence to be awakened and polished
J for Judgement- and instinct to follow the right conscience
K for Knowledge to be gained as best treasure for self
L for Love-the immortal feeling to be given and won till death
M for Motherhood-the universal source of life and inspiration to be
treasured
N for Noble deeds to be executed than just preached
O for Organization -a chart to be sketched out for proper living at every
stage
P for Patience -the most wanted virtue for peace and sanity
Q for Quality to be cultivated for wise and prosperous living
R for Reality of self to be accepted with both positive and lacking abilities
S for Silence -a state adopted frequently to refresh the soul
T for Teacher- the essential vital engine to lead your mind and character on
proper track
U for Understanding -a talent needed to be successful in community life
W for Wisdom-a potion for healthy and boisterous mind and soul
X for XL-to excel in every talent of self and groom every instant to achieve
excellence.
Y for Youth not to be wasted but utilized as stepping stone for future
accomplishments
Z for Zenith of character, soul, heart and mind leading to the final
destination- HEAVEN……
Stanley Oguh
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A DREAM COME TRUE
I have a dream,
That one day man will evolve into a unique creature.
I have a dream,
That our dreams will be brighter in the nearest future.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world being a better place.
I have a dream,
That one day there will be peace in the whole of human race.
I have a dream,
That one day all our sorrows will be gone for good.
I have a dream,
A dream of the hungry been feed with excessive food.
I have a dream,
That one day we'll all live in unity.
I have a dream,
That one day our lives will be guaranteed of heavenly immunity.
I have a dream,
That one day all our fears will be forgotten.
I have a dream,
A dream of a life without an heavy burden.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world without pain.
I have a dream,
A dream of a life without unbearable strain.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world with immeasurable happiness.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world with no space for sadness.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world in a perfect balance.
I have a dream,
A dream of human with a touch of heavenly brilliance.
I have a dream,
A dream of a world sunken deep in love.
I have a dream,
A dream of earth made like heaven kind of.
I have a dream,
A dream of the world in a perfect view.
I have a dream,
It's a dream come true.
Stanley Oguh
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A FORSAKEN LOVE
Broken hearts, love's deceit,
pieces fall down to my feet.
Broken promises, love's a lie,
puddles form from tears I cry.
Broken dreams, love's illusion,
sorrowed cause of your intrusion.
Broken hope, love's a game,
doesn't last, ends the same.
Broken sleep, love's the cause,
digs at me with sharpened claws.
Broken spirit, love of sorrow,
stolen now is my tomorrow.
Broken life, love is lost,
Broken now and that's the cost.
Stanley Oguh
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A Friend Like You
One of God's blessing to a man,
Is to send him an angel in the form of a human.
Each day i keep thanking the stars,
For blessing me with a friend as amazing as the stars.
A friend i found in you,
With a caring heart available to few.
A friend like no other friend,
That i can lay down my life to defend.
A friend not so far from my heart,
Someone i can call a sweetheart.
A friend i don't regret meeting,
That keeps my heart beating.
A friend i can't scream at or fight with,
Not even in my time of writhe.
A friend i love so so much,
Treasure and care for so much.
A friend like you is like having no worries in my life,
That's why i choose to keep you even in my afterlife.
A friend i don't want to lose,
God's amazing gift that i can't refuse.
A friend created with all measures of beauty,
Made with every sense of human and heavenly beauty.
A friend i have always wanted,
Someone i have chosen to keep even when being taunted.
A friend like you is like being in comfort all day,
And an heavenly blessing in every way.
A friend with an angelic smile,
That can heal a broken heart from a thousand mile.
A friend that makes a heart that never pains,
That washes away my misery like the rains.
A friend like you is that type of friend,
That puts all of my fears to an end.
A friend that changed everything around me,
By your side is where i want to forever be.
A friend whose beautiful name is ESTHER,
Whose future is so bright like a star.
You are a smile in my tearsful face,
And a wonderful memory i can't erase.
You're a friend i promise to keep till the end,
And forever i will be proud to call you my best friend.
Stanley Oguh
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A friend's ship
A friend is a smile in a tearsful face,
and a blessing to human race.
A unique gift to have,
and a wonderful treasure to crave.
A friend is a home not so far away,
and a guilding star that lights up your way.
A friend will stand by you in all that you do,
and will never call you a fool.
A friend is a true gift valued than gold,
and an amazing being to hold.
A friend is like a shining star,
and a medicine that can heal even the deepest scar.
A true friend makes u smile,
when you remember them from a thousand mile.
A friend brings that long lasting victory,
when there is an unending misery.
A friend wipes away all atom of sorrow,
and gives you hope for tomorrow.
A friend is that option when you have no choice,
and that word when you have no voice.
A friend is sweeter than honey,
and more valued than money.
A friend makes a heart that never breaks,
and holds you tight when ever there is life queaks.
A friend makes a smile that never fails,
and makes you comfortable like your nails.
A friend makes a touch that never pains,
and sweetens your heart like sugar canes.
A friend is inevitable and unforgetable,
and it love is indispensible and irrplaceable.
A friend gives you joy that last forever,
and makes it unbreakable no matter the weather.
A friend is that voice you hear in your heart,
when your whole life is torn apart.
A friend gives you a sense of humour,
and makes you forget any scene oe a tumour.
I was asked ' A FRIEND IS WHO '? ,
and i told them that a friend is ' YOU '.
Stanley Oguh
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A LONG WALK TO REDEMPTION
They say the last thing to leave a man is hope
As he gets to the end of his struggling rope
His faith and believe gets to evaporates into the thin air
As he is faced with day time nightmare
Every beat from his troubling heart
Becomes a life line to his world that is torn apart
Living to him has no reason
As life passes with every season
His tears washing away all his unbearable pains
As he labors day and night in vain
Misery is the only available food to his soul
Frustration and sadness forms together to make it whole
In his world hate is a language that is always heard
And love is a word that is never said
Condemnation staring in his face like an imminent doom
As the rain of destruction looms
Death is not far from his doorstep
As fate numbers his footstep
Every of his hours, days, months and year
Is being lived in optimum fear
The taste of anguish swifting down his throat
As he sails through the storm of life in an empty boat
Nothing on earth is at it seem
As he walks through the land of his broken dreams
Stuck in the middle of nowhere
With no family or friend to care
His desire for good is the only thing keeping him going
The strive for survival keeping him rolling
The will to swim through life misery ocean
Without the dent or alteration of his human emotion
Drawing a line between wickedness and good intention
Seeking a peaceful path to human salvation
A path that will unite his past and future
All his pains and gains in a perfect mixture
To be able to build trust and to hope again
For better days ahead like a life in a moving train
To crawl out of the tunnel of temptation
Taking a long walk to human redemption
Stanley Oguh
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A love with no regret
I look at the exit door and i see her,
With the mirage of her shadows from afar.
I look at the past and i see her smile,
A smile that lasted for a while.
She was once my heaven grace,
Now leaving with no trace.
She was my last solution,
But now irritate like pollution.
She once brought happiness,
Now that happiness is lost in this time of darkness.
I thought she was sent from heaven,
Made with all the beauties of heaven.
But i was so wrong of her,
Cos she was never αs amazing like the stars.
I once thought we would have a great future,
Each time i stare at her picture.
I once thought that she could be a great wife,
And that together we would have a wonderful life.
I once gave her my heart,
When we began from the start.
I wonder how it all went wrong,
That made us not to last long.
Then i realised that we were never meant for each other,
For there is no future with us together.
Now she is gone for good,
Far away from my neighbourhood.
I will cherish the moment we had,
Those moment that weren't bad.
I will never forget how happy we were,
That made us forget about our fears.
Those times that gave us joy and fulfillment,
That also brought us contemptment.
I can look back now with no regret,
That i met someone like you on earth.
For you thought me a lesson,
That will open doors to more blessing.
In spite of all that happened you will still remain in my heart,
For when you left you never tore it apart.
My door of friendship will always remain open,
Anytime you want our love story book to be reopen.
Stanley Oguh
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A LOVE WORTH FINDING
Since the time of creation it has lasted till now
And still yet no one knows how
Or why it has been through many generations
With no sign or atom of segregation
In spite of earthly flaws
αnd our un repented attitude of breaking your laws
You still have us in your immaculate heart
αnd willing to give us a fresh start
Despite our human weakness
You still bless our world with much uniqueness
Even when we thought we've lost your care
You made us felt your presence like the air
Even in times of troubles αnd tribulations
In hard times αnd moment of temptations
You've always been there watching our back
Ensuring we are on the right track
You made our happiness your top priority
Guiding our lives with your supreme security
You bought us back from the snares of death with α price
When forgetting your existence is at a rise
You restored our lost hope
And makes life easy for us to cope
You poured down to us the rain of your love
That takes away our pain that was impossible to get rid of
Your love light up our dark world
Bonding us with happiness like a cord
The wheels of your love spins at α blinding speed
The gears they burn hot at a desperate need
I have never seen α love that is αs sweet αs yours
That has the key to open all lock doors
Because you liveth we can face tomorrow
With no fears, no worries αnd no sorrow
You made us feel the peace of heaven
Lifting away our heavy burden
You've not only wipe away our tearsful face
But you've filled our days with your heaven grace
Thanks for everything you've done
Ever since when we were born
You are α friend worth having
For your love is α love worth finding
Stanley Oguh
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A MILLION TEARS
It's often said that true love comes but once,
Truly in your case it came with α bunce
Should i say letting u go was the worst thing i have ever done
And the greatest mistake i have made under the sun
It's like a nightmare
Mixed with so much horror and despair
Like a door to everlasting happiness
Closed With a seal of unending sadness
Like a sweet smile that fades
Fast and drawers near than a decades
like a silent pain whose hurt never feels
But also as a broken heart whose pain never heals
Tears of blood falls from my broken heart
For once i never thought we would be apart
Sometimes i wonder how it all got to this very point
At the thought of it sends shock waves all around my joint
Truly they say love is blind
Cos your presence i can no longer find
My eyes filled with tears
And the thought of not having you compounding my fears
Each day my heart aches
Cos my whole world is filled with quakes
A treasure i once had in the palm of my hand
But now all lost and forgotten like an abandoned land
You made a void in my heart which only you can fill
And started a dream only you can fulfil
Your face hunted my dreams
All through when all i hear is your screams
It took too long for me to realise that
You are the only one that suits my heart
You are the best thing i ever had
Losing you will forever made me sad
when you went away my world turn cold and gray
Peering into the mirror i don't know what to say
To hope on your return or finally say goodbye
For am missing you as the day go by
Now the question is how do i find hope in a brand new day?
When i let the most priceless friend i have ever had to go away
I guess i just have to stick with what tomorrow brings
And to live forever with the pain of it sting
Stanley Oguh
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A million times a lady
I never believed this day could exist,
The day i met an angel i couldn't resist.
She sat in front of me with that incredible beauty of hers,
That can heal even the deepest scars.
It's so amazing how we met,
That is why she is so impossible to forget.
She's the best gift one can ever have,
And the sweetest friend one can ever crave.
She's like a dream come true,
Her presence can put a broken heart together like a glue.
She's so indispensable and unforgettable,
And her friendship is irreplaceable.
She's blessed with a unique and amazing smile,
That can heal a broken heart from a thousand mile.
Every time i see her i get speechless,
And each time she is close to be i feel motionless.
She's a million times a lady,
And been around her makes me cosy.
She's a queen, an angel and a sweet heart,
That's why life will have no meaning when we are apart.
She's the perfect lady for me,
By your side is where i want to forever be.
For you were my legs when i couldn't walk,
And that voice when i couldn't talk.
She's the angel of my life,
My princess, my queen and my wife.
She's the source of my happiness,
And the root of my success.
She's the symbol of true love,
And a priceless gift from God above.
A unique friend that is worth more than gold,
And the sweetest treasure to behold.
I just want to tell her one thing,
That she is my everything.
Without her my world is incomplete,
Because she makes my world complete.
No matter the condition in any weather,
I'll be loving her forever.
Stanley Oguh
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A Moment In Hell
In life everything around goes awfully wrong,
And the road to happiness may seem so long.
Sometimes our problems may seem so cold like ice,
And even the sun may not be able to dry the tears in our eyes.
All our fears keep tormenting us deep inside,
Making our joy and happiness leaving our side.
Everyday of our life we labour in pain,
And get beaten by the unfavourable sun and rain.
Sometimes we get our heart broken,
By discovering how much of our joy that has been stolen.
Tears of frustration keep running down our cheek,
Even when we are so humble and meek.
The cloud of nightmare keep hovering above us,
Making our dreams as dead as humus.
Sometimes we get punished for things we didn't do,
And get scolded for things we didn't mean to do.
Everyday we keep praying for a way out of our misery,
When to us our existence is like a mystery.
We get betrayed by our peers,
With a broken heart and no hope of repairs.
We get frustrated beyond our endurance,
And push to the wall beyond our tolerance.
Sometimes we get beaten by life blows,
Thinking that life is a bed of rose.
Our heart been broken with no remorse,
Pouring down pain upon us.
Sometimes life becomes so bitter,
That there leaves no hope of it getting better.
In the depth of our heart lies a hope,
But the strain of our pain makes it impossible to cope.
We just keep moving with no direction,
Hoping for a better destination.
Life making us go through hell,
For many reason that we can't tell.
We just can't stop dreaming of the peace of heaven,
That will help lift away our heavy burden.
But one thing i know is that,
We'll surely keep up the fight.
No matter the battle we fight to survive,
One day our soul will be revive.
Stanley Oguh
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A NEW YEAR
It's a new year
A new day
A new beginning
A new dream
A new aspiration
A new motivation
A new goal
A new spirit
A new character
A new emotion
A new heart
A new believe
A new determination
A new motive
A new lifestyle
A new destination
A new person
A new state of mind
A new resolution
A new attempt
A new happiness
A new song to sing
A new battle to fight
A new celebration
A new tale to narrate
A new war to conquer
A new behaviour
A new solution
A new condition
A new fulfilment
A new achievement
A new story to tell
A new opportunity
A new commitment
A new reason to live
A new chance
A new genesis
A new struggle
A new hope
A new sunshine
A new target
A new purpose
A new wish
A new mindset
And a new life to live.
Stanley Oguh
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A PERFECT WORLD
There exist this perfect world
α world full of our amazing dreams that will unfold
α world beyond others imagination
That is kept alive by our exhilaration
α love we'll never need
To be ashamed of all our deed
α world built with selfless love for each other
Where we 'll have to live in peace together
They can have this world cos it's their own
But don't you worry, we'll build our own
α world that will choose us for who we truly are
Erasing our sorrows in α hare
α world that will make us royalty
By bringing our dreams αnd wishes to reality
α world without fear
Cos it will be built with pillars of care
α world we will get to experience peace
That we never be on α lease
α world govern by the peace will feeling in our heart
αnd rule by selfless love that will never depart
α world full of peace of mind
Where we'll be at peace with our soul αnd mind
It's like dark turning into day
Where love will have it way
We may not be strong or smart
But some where in our secret heart
We pray for this world to come soon
Without the presence of doubtable swoon
α world full of galaxy of stars
With no horrors αnd scars
Ooops! ! ! Did i get it right?
Yeah that's αs sparkling αs α radiant light
In αs much perfect this world may be
It can never be complete without us in it for real
The picture of the world can never be clear
If our face didn't get to appear
Funny it is
But amazing it is
no matter what you may been through
This unique world lives inside of you
Stanley Oguh
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A Ring Of Honor
A ring of humor, that I came to own
Along with it, a heart of stone
Given with love, accepted with a smile
Only to have it last, just for a while
It was to be, the one true ring
And that it was, such a painful sting
A ring of humor that I come to posses
A ring to her, worth less and less
My hopes and dreams, tide to a ring
But now it is, such a worthless thing
When you were picked, I was not
When she said yes, she had forgot
That another heart, was in her way
Love you she said, still every day
A kiss for him and a kiss for you
A kiss from love, I thought I knew
A ring of humor, oh so very round
A deserving fate, perhaps was found
A ring of humor, now found with me
Now a painful lesson, for me to see
Stanley Oguh
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A SORROWFUL MYSTERY
What a life we are all living in
Where there are so many ironic feelings
A place where every thing seem like a mystery
Especially when think of all your misery
A place where people feel abhorrent
Over their fellow human who have wealth in abundant
A place where some people get what they want on a plater of gold
While others are been left outside in the cold
A place where corruption is at it prime
Where people find joy in violence and crime
A place where trust can never be found
And where betrayer is in abound
A place where some suffers the pain of yesterday
While others enjoys the gain of today
A place where the existence of God is like a folk tale
To people who goes ' BEYOUND THE PALE '
A place where people live with a broken heart
With those whose lives have been torn apart
A place where some are shown so much care
While others are left to live their lives in fear
A place where people are shown hell
Even when they mean to do well
A place where people try to survive
Believing that one day they will be revive
A place full of hatred and greed
Where everyone follows the evil way like a creed
A place where dreams are shattered
And not given opportunity to be gathered
A place where innocent people are jailed
While the real culprit are bailed
A place where people don't get what they want with ease
Where everyday of their lives, they are been faced with abase
A place where people are denied love
And the only option to them is just to rove
A place where no one cares for the poor
Each time they are seen, they are shown the door
A place where money can buy you anything
But can't guarantee you everything
Then what's the essence of the existence of this place
Where brotherly love can never be trace
All it needs is a divine saviour
That will heal the broken heart of it survivors
Stanley Oguh
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ALWAYS ON MY MIND
Though miles come between us
And distance keeps us apart
Nothing can ever change
The love inside my heart
I may not be there with you
Every minute of the day
But you’re always here with me
In at least a thousand ways
Whether it be a thought
Or a moment that we’ve shared
It only takes a second
To get from here to there
From where you are
You have the power to touch my heart
You’ve reached a place deep inside
No one else could ever find
You’ve turned my world around
And I’m so lost in you now
That even if I wanted to
I can’t be found
Though I cannot really feel
You here at my side
It’s always nice to know
I’ve got these memories in my mind
Just like the sun goes down at night
Just like the moon and stars come out
To light up the sky
Just as the heart beats to eternity
αnd the blood flows through the vein
Just like every spring has gloomy days
Full of thunderous rain
Before new flowers bloom
Just like the river travels long rough
Miles through cities and towns just to
Flow into the sea for eternity
There Will Be A Time For Us
My patience has no end
when it comes to loving you
and I will wait a lifetime
Just to be with you
I Miss You
Stanley Oguh
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An Angel In Human Skin
Her beauty is that of a million diamonds glittering in the
sun
Each reflecting its own ray of light making brilliant pattern
Her shadow radiate her amazing beauty
That the angels gasp in the wake of her presence
Her face is masked with the blossom beauty like that of a rose flower
Even the rays of the morning sun helps to radiate that
Her unique heart is molded with the purest of gold
Wonderfully made with 4 chambers of boundless comfort
Her lips like that of a petal of a marigold flower
That produces an amazing and angelic smile
Her presence can erupt every cell of happiness in the heart
Making every moment with her feels just like heaven
She in herself a masterpiece of God’s work
As his giant gentle hands molded her he knew exactly who
she would be
She would be the one who could make a man's heart still for a while
Who could fill the air with an aroma of love
She will be like an island of treasure
Who will be the dream of every man
A lady crafted with every alloy of perfection
Whose smile could light up the surrounding darkness
A lady crowned with every beauty of heaven
Whose laugh could make anyone believe they had wings
She is the one who can melt a rock with her smile
And makes a dark day seem bright
She's everything you can ever find in an angel
Everything that defines the word PERFECTION
She is a flower in the world of thorns
Created to be unique
She has an heart that bears the seal of affection
And face that's polished with an enchanting beauty
She's in her own self the wonderment of Gods creation
With her heart molded with endless kindness
She is an epitome of good morals
With an heritage of an extraordinary character
She is a vineyard of unending happiness
Inbuilt with every cell of joy
She is a diva amongst beauty queens
And α goddess in the mist of women
If angels has a face it will surely be hers
But since she has α name, it will surely be called HANNAH
Stanley Oguh
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Angel By Your Side
I don't know how it got to this very point,
But i know i'll always be there to care.
I can't say that every thing is ok,
Because i can see the tears you're crying.
I can't promise to take the pain away,
But you'll know that i won't stop trying.
When the road may seem so long,
I'll always hold you in comfort.
When you're down and out,
I'll be the strength you can't provide on your own.
I know that it feels you're running out of faith,
Because it's so hard to keep believing.
When the storm of life breaks out,
I will always be there to look out.
In the mist of all your worries and tribulations,
You'll always find me by your side.
You can lay your head on my shoulders,
When your heart is deeply in sorrow.
My ears will always be ready to listen,
When you need someone to talk to.
When ever your heart gasp for happiness,
You'll always find me there to show you one.
Even when the mountains seem so impossible to climb,
There you will find my back to climb on.
You'll always find my hands to hold,
When every where seem so cold.
In the darkest of your hours,
I'll always be the light to guild you.
When ever you find yourself in the middle of the sea,
I'll sail the world to find you.
I'll make a heart that never break,
When ever your heart aches.
You can pour your heart to me,
When ever you are in agony.
No matter how difficult it may be,
I'll always brighten your face with an angelic smile.
I'll be your guardian angel,
That will see you through the night.
When ever you feel defeated,
And you think you've lost the fight,
Just let me be your angel,
The angel by your side.
Stanley Oguh
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Ave Maria
Hail holy queen
Mother of compassion
With a beauty that's rarely seen
Mother of all nation
With a heart full of love
She's the queen of heaven
That blesses her children from above
And takes away their heavy burden.
She's the mother of our saviour
Created with an immaculate heart
A priceless heart full of love beyond measure
That restore hope to those whose lives have been tore apart.
Mother of divine grace
That incarnate the only begotten son
And gave birth to redemption for the sake of human race
A price that can be paid by none.
She's the queen of the holy rosary
And mother of perpetual goodness
That defeat every misery
And brings everlasting happiness.
Mother of theological and cardinal virtues
And refuge of sinners
With an angelic love you can't refuse
That makes her children winners.
She's the queen of peace
And mother of good council
With her peace never on a lease
To those whose lives have been on a down hill.
She's the seat of wisdom
And the gateway to heaven
For she's the queen of GOD'S kingdom
And amazing like the stars of heaven.
She's GOD'S immaculate creation
Conceived without original sin
Mother of all nation
With a loving heart never been seen.
She's the mother of all mothers
With a heart full of mercy
An epitome of good morals
With the fate of the world at her mercy.
Stanley Oguh
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AWAY AND BEYOND
Lets look at life in it real magnification
Everything that comes in and out of it is a result of evolution
That defines our existence in the right projection
With every moment of it leading us towards a direction
Taking our body and soul to a permanent destination
Life has led to every bit of human transformation
With every view of it brings a good sense of perfection
Reframing us in the true transformation
So we can See ourselves in the right reflection
Doing things that gives us optimum satisfaction
Making choices and standing by every of our decision
Every minute spent here deserves our maximum attention
For life never gives us our expectation
Life has always existed right from our creation
And it has no limitation nor cessation
Life sometimes may be filled with lots of frustration
Neglection, temptation and aggravation
But it all helps in defining ourselves in the right definition
Bringing to our way people that brings to our realization
That life is all about toleration
αnd not in any form of segregation
Stanley Oguh
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BENEATH YOUR BEAUTY
The sunshine of my world
A lady That pierce my darkest night
Penetrates through the deepest part of my heart
Finding the glory of the future
The glory of the morning
With her magnificent smile radiating the atmosphere
like the rose flower that blossom my world
And beautifies the garden of my heart
A beacon of light
That lights my path
With a shining torch of care
Tampered with unfailing kindness
An heritage of an african woman
With True beauty beyond imagination
A womb of divine maternity
That bears my unborn angels
The framework of angelic beauty
That defines every good sense of a perfect lady
With a good character
And self determined spirit
The shelter of true love
a liniment to my bruise heart
That makes life worth living
and worth dying for
A bundle of peace
That takes me through the corridors of heaven
a great measure of unending happiness
That inspires my heart
A flower in the world of thorns
Perfectly created with every alloy of perfection
A priceless gift rare like diamond
That's worth every good life has to offer
The breath that fills my lungs
and the heartbeat of my heart
The missing puzzle of my world
And The jewel of my life
Just can describe you enough
But one thing I know for sure
You are the sunshine to my world
And that life will not be complete without you
Stanley Oguh
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Best among the best
I laid down upon the shore of my bed,
and dreamed of a world i set ablazed.
I heard the great shouting and roaring of my name,
as i kept playing the beautiful round leather game.
The electrifying emotion on the pitch,
and the extraordinary feeling off the pitch,
Made me the best.
Even when faced with a hard test,
i had no option than victory,
cos wen am on the pitch, i cause my opponent misery.
The smooth texture of the grasses,
brought me happiness from the masses.
The joy of winning every match,
brought even more tougher opponent attach.
Every game had something to play for,
and when i don't get a chance to play, makes me bore.
Hearing the screeming of my name from the fans,
only makes my opponent feel banes.
I just want to tell the whole world,
that i am the best in everything i does in the world.
Stanley Oguh
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Bitter Sweet Life
we all sometimes walk in a dark road,
a path filled with horrors and unforgiving weathers.
so many times life seem so tough to hold
And we all are doomed to this fate together
Our heart troubled by the unknown visitor of tomorrow
The uncertainty of where and when our death will find us
Sends shock wave from our spine down to our bone marrow and triggers from our
nerves to our inner pulse
With our tomorrow way ahead of our today
One could only hope for a bright and better future
But the pain we feel today
Hurts us even beneath our head suture
we get blinded by the things will love the most
been carried away by our feelings and emotions
And that leaves us with a heavy cost
To pay and slows down our lifes motion
Blown by wind of frustration
Finding ourselves in a pool of misery
where we have no option but to swim in aberration
With pain flowing through all our veins and artery
Life find fault in all that we do
Condemning us to the hands of fate
With no one to look unto
Making our cheerful soul turn irate
Despite all our fears tormenting us deep inside
We still get marveled by the power of anxiety
Leaving us with few decisions to decide
To remain in pains or fight for our freedom and liberty
Stanley Oguh
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Boundless Love
If I should stand or I should fall
You know me well and you see it all
My darkest night my deepest fear
I cry to you and you will hear
In your fullness I will rest
I find your peace beneath the cross
Knowing you as my one desire
Takes me now to the place where you are
Here we stand now in your name
You've changed our heart that's not the same
Your love has captured all our heart
The blood of your holy lamb gave us a new start
In your presence I want to forever be
Your spirit I want inside of me
Your light conquers my darkness
Inside you I can find everlasting happiness
In your holy word I will trust
In your hands my life I will entrust
For only you sends help from above
The care we need and the touch of your boundless love
Stanley Oguh
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Broken Dreams
As i walk through this land of broken dreams
I have a vision of so many things
Feeling the pain of life blows
Helps to compound all my woes
Happiness is just an illusion
Filled with sadness and confusion
All my life i have known fear
And the joy of happiness is something kind of rare
Rules of hate rules the world around
But for me they kind of tumble abound
Everyday heart ache grows much stronger
Pain now last much longer
Each day i labour in pain
Hoping for some few grains to sustain
But deep inside of me
A dead end is what i can see
I walk in shadows searching for light
But darkness is never out of my sight
I've been praying for someone who cares
For everywhere is being surrounded by so many fears
And there i stood with no aim
Waiting for a relief that never came
For so long i have been in a pond of misery
For which i can't help ' CHEW THE SCENERY '
I search though i don't succeed
Somehow am kind of stuck like an unplanted seed
I just keep moving with no direction
And keep believing for a better destination
All things lost and no place for a new beginning
All that's left is unhappy ending
All hope seem to be lost
Even before the finish line have been crossed
Tears of frustration running down my cheek
Salvation i long restoration i see seek
What becomes of a broken hearted
One who it love is now departed
I know i got to find
Some kind of peace of mind
All i need is some kind of resolution that tend
To bring this broken dream to an end.
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Celebration Of Success
Today we celebrate our success after years of perseverances,
struggles & hardship that shapes up our academic appearance,
We reminisce the challenges that stood before us,
and we savor the victories that lay the key stone to our progress,
It was not so long ago when we dared to dream,
and not so long ago we dared to take the first step despite how hard it seem,
Along the way we met a lot of trials,
but our burning desire to reach our goals has kept us going through the miles,
Along the way were many uncertainties that kept us on a stake,
but certain beacons of light showed us the right path to take,
Let us thank God therefore for His unceasing grace,
And our professors for their immeasurable dedication in helping us through this race,
our parents for their unconditional support,
and our friends for their awesome consort,
The medals and diplomas we received today must not be mere symbols of high
grades,
But are ladders that will see us through life trades,
Lets make a good use of everything we've learn to our benefit,
To the point where we can boldly say that “We've made it! ”.
Stanley Oguh
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CHRIST THE BEACON OF LOVE
Jesus is the beacon of love
That we know will never fade
With his angels that come from above
They are sent down to bless our days
He is the joy that will crave
The potter that muds us into heavenly creatures
His mercy is always sufficient even when we misbehave
And get carried away by our human nature
He will never abandon our souls
Even though others have walked away
For the Almighty already knows
We need his beacon of love each and every day
He guild us with his supreme security
Ensuring that our days are filled with peace
He's kindness rules the world of humanity
With boundless care that is never on a lease
He is always there watching our back
Lighting our path to heaven with his glowming light
Ensuring we are on the right track
Each time we let him out of our sight
Without his love where would we be?
What would be left here for you and me?
A world faced without hope in pure tragedy
For darkness is all that we would see
He is a symbol of our happiness
A road map to everlasting life
The strength to our weakness
And harmony to all our earthly strife
A beacon of love grows within our hearts
Since the day we all were all born
Giving us the strength to survive what seems dark
Allowing within the shadows a radiant light to transform
We will never face a day where we are unloved
A day of not seeing a ray of sunshine
Because through the grey clouds that hover up above
Glimpses of heaven are shown that we’ll always be able to find
Even in times of hardship
Our days he will surely bless
For we are entwined in his heavenly fellowship
That's why he will never ever give up on us
Stanley Oguh
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Conscience
The Conscience is our instinct bred in the mind,
With our body, soul and spirit entwined
Its an unnatural breeding inside us
A part of us that we can never suppress
It opens our heart to our emotional doors
Reads every of our inner pulse
It embed in us the feeling of prejudgment
Even before we stand infront of God's throne of judgment
It is our internal perception
To death and its awful reception
A good conscience is to the soul what health is to the body
It's a gift of divine soul embody
it preserves constant ease and serenity within us
and more than countervails all the calamities and afflictions which can befall us
No ear can hear nor tongue can tell the tortures of the inward hell
It speaks what our mouth is afraid to tell
It is the voice of the soul and the passions of the heart
The body and it can never be torn apart
It is the sacred haven of the liberty of man
And the sentinel of every virtue of man.
It's a dog that can't bite but won't stop barking
And a demand for peace that won't stop asking
It reviews the truth behind our shadows
And the pain behind our sorrows
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Creation with perfection
Behold she is the hand made of the LORD,
created with all the beauties of heaven BEYOUND.
A true gift and blessing to the WORLD,
and a unique treasure to BEHOLD.
She is created right from the dept of GOD'S HEART,
that is why she is nothing but a sweet HEART.
She makes a heart that never BREAKS,
and the least to cause an heart BREAK.
She is an extraordinary gift to HAVE,
and a lovely friend to CRAVE.
How can i forget her amazing SMILE,
that can heal even the deepest scars from a thousand MILE.
Her immense beauty can never be compared to NONE,
all what you can feel when around her is happiness & FUN.
She is a treasure to the world of MEN,
And having her is like saying ' AMEN '.
She is everything anyone can ever have WANTED,
A person anyone can ever VAUNTED.
She is worth every bit of life's HAPINESS,
because she's strong, focus, gorgeous and FEARLESS.
Having her in your MIND,
is like having gold in the palm of your HAND.
Am not trying to be SARCASTIC,
am only been REALISTIC.
She's a million times a LADY,
that's why been around her makes you COZY.
She's the symbol of divine LOVE,
and an instrument of GOD ABOVE.
She's so indispensable and UNFORGETTABLE,
and her friendship is IRRPLACEABLE.
She gives you a sense of HUMOUR,
even in a scene of a TUMOUR.
Without God creating HER,
this world will be an empty place without HER.
I just want her to know that she is a TREASURE,
Beyound every available MEASURE.
The reason she's so bright like a STAR,
is because her beautiful name is ' ESTHER '.
Stanley Oguh
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Divine Reflection
Think of the hopes that lies before you,
Not the waste that lies behind you.
Think of the treasure you have gathered,
Not the lost opportunity you have sheathed.
Think of the happiness of others,
And how to put a broken heart together.
Think of the service you can render to God,
Not the pursuit of diamond of diamond and gold.
Think of that bright and rewarding future,
Not the imagination of an evil picture.
Think of becoming that great man of all time,
And how to leave your footprint on the sand of time.
Think of how to make life better,
Not to make it taste bitter.
Think of how to make someone smile each day,
And how to please God everyday.
Think of how to make yourself a role model to everyone else,
And not trying to be someone else.
Think of the best way to use your ability,
And how best you can carry out your responsibility.
Think of being that extraordinary hero,
And erasing every thought of you being a zero.
Think of that long lasting victory,
Not the pain of the past misery.
Think of being God's treasure,
Not trying to be part of earth's pleasure.
Think of being God's instrument of peace,
And being a blessing to human race.
Think of being the best of your kind,
And not chasing something you know you can't find.
Think of narrating that your story,
And not relying on past glory.
Think of the problems you can help to solve,
And how to cherish others in peace and love.
Above all think of walking towards the path of success,
And then you'll make it to the pinnacle of greatness.
Stanley Oguh
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EMPTY LIFE
When happiness is just a mare dream
And everything is never as they seem
In memory distant past
And marriage just a fantasy Which never seems to last
When laughter is unheard even not for a while
And frowns replaces the sweet smile
When people live in silence
And friends who are worn out of affection and reliance
When love is an unknown word
And hate the thriving passion in an empty world
When life shows us it other side
And crushes our ego and empty pride
When pain is all that we have left
As we walk through life cleft
When we dance to the beat of frustration
And dines at the table of our mental aberration
When our tears defines the bitterness of life
And there leaves no redemption for our endless strife
When so many mysteries are left ravel
And we are just a creation full of gravel
When people are being natured to the highest point of hate
And it leaves a far distance between us and heavens gate
When no make up can hide the truth
And reviews all our worthless struggles in sooth
When people makes us go through hell
And the nightmare seem not to go even as we yell
When nothing seem not to be going our way
And it keeps on getting harder despite how much we pray
When salvation is far from near
And we all have to live our lives in fear
When we all have scars of a broken heart
And our dreams and aspiration been ripped apart
When all that we have lies in the hands of fate
And we seen not to trust and rely on our faith
When peace is far behind us
And war the latest fashion that we all engross
When all these things come to pass
And all our hopes shattered like a broken glass
Every word cut so deep like a hidden knife
And people are merely shadows Just living an empty life
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ENVY ON HUMANS
Opening the unseen doors of nature
Humans came into this earth to reign
They came in like a vibration of sound
Like a crown on the head of the time
They came in just like a welcome song
Which stars from above had composed
When the nature welcomed them with joy
Though empty to deliver a welcome party
Far away almost thousand light years away
May be when the Gods were not yet born
Having fallen apart like a huge burning lump
Which fell off from the sun to cool as Earth
When life sprouted on the earth in molecules
When life came up as a stage by stage show
When a song generated from the breeze on hills
A song of adoration was sung to praise the Gods
From the processing of the atom to molecules
Life was given to man like a song given to sing
When the nature showered its blessings as gifts
When dusk became romantic partners of man
When the world wore the robes of the rainbow
Man made sculptures called life in various types
When made different doors to enter to enjoy life
When nature delivered seasons to amuse in life
With richness from the bounty delivered by Earth
With wings of assumptions the Earth stood in joy
Seeing the Gold being reaped in full abundance
Sun started getting wild with rage and sheer envy
When the eyes of Venus became blood red in anger
They started sending messages in the wind and rain
Commanding to send the humans to them to work
To make their planet also place like earth in beauty
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Everything To You
I want to be your cool friend
And the same time your best friend
I want to be your homeboy
Your teddy bear and your play toy
I want to be the only one you will share you bed with
The one you never want to fight with
I want you to be the magnet while am the steel
The only one that will make your heart reel
I want to be the reason why your face smile
The one that will make you laugh from a thousand mile
I want to be the light in your dark
The one that gets to watch your back
I want to be your rainfall and your sunshine
the one to makes sure you are fine
I want to be the liniment for all your pains
The detergent to wipe away your past stains
I want to be the answers to all your prayers
That comfort that will run deep your skin layers
I want to be your sunrise and your sunset
The one to keep you dry and make you wet
I want to be the strength to your weakness
the only source of your earthly happiness
I want to be the reason you want to see tomorrow
The unimaginable joy to all your sorrows
I want to be the medicine for your sickness
The one to manage your romantic business
I want to be the face you want to see in the morning
The one to make your lips move when you are frowning
I want to be your heaven on earth
One to show you so much love you've never felt
I want you to be my QUEEN while am your KING
The goddess to wear my wedding ring
I want to be your GOOD, BETTER and your BEST
Your end your beginning last and your first
I want to be the tears in your eyes
The one to show you all the truth not the lies
I want to be the peace you will find
That which will give you a rest assured mind
I want to be your darling and sweetheart
The one to mend your broken heart
I want to be your bed and your pillow
Your boy your man and your super hero
Just let me be everything to you
For love is truly built for me and you
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FAIRY TALE
Fairy tales say magic always are never out of sight
When I think of love stories I know they are right
Finding true love is only half the struggle
The real fight is keeping it from ending in rubble
Such a divine fantasy is happily ever after
Nature demands balance, tears for your laughter
Love can feel like a side effect of humanity
When it collides with hate we are left with insanity
The love is real and deep, as loud as we yell
It's like heaven picked up and moved in with hell
Although we know we could never walk away
Constantly we wonder how we can stay
The nature of love includes destruction
Glory entwined with volcanic eruption
Still it calls to us and we hunt it down
If nothing was lost, nothing can be found
Stanley Oguh
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FALLEN ANGELS
They fell from heaven above,
And came with no love.
They fell into earth,
And brought with them so much hate.
They came with so much powers,
And corrupt earth with bad manners.
They wander all around our world,
Destroying our world with their evil sword.
They came with so much evil,
And disturb our peace like an upheaval.
They take away our joy,
Playing with our lives like a toy.
They cause us so much pain,
Making us suffer so much in vein.
They inject us with sin,
Bonding us with it like a twin.
They infect our heart with hate,
Dragging us far away from heaven's gate.
They live among us like our friend,
But are there to put our lives to an end.
They hate us so much,
That they wish to kill us with a single touch.
They enter our heart,
And tear it apart.
They deprive us of happiness,
Filling our days with so much sadness.
They make us have a taste of hell,
For they never wish us well.
They seprate us from the light of heaven,
And also deny us of the peace of heaven.
They are angels of the dark,
Marking our faces with the beast's mark.
They are angels with no wings,
And are dark angels but no kings.
They are not spiritually pure,
And wish for no cure.
They are not of God,
For they are of the world.
They will never be called God's angels,
Forever they will remain fallen angels.
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FAR FROM THE HEAVENS
I see the pain in your eyes,
i see their hatred in disguise.
I can feel the pain hidden in your pride,
and i can see nobody by your side.
I can see your face been masked with fears,
and i can taste the salty solution of your tears.
I can feel the anguish running in your vains,
and i can hear your cry through your pains.
I can see your terror in your past,
and i can see your smile that didn't get to last.
I can see the path where you failed,
and i can see the truth and why they lied.
I can see the reason why you went astray,
and i can see your terrors all in array.
I can see your anger each time you cry,
and i can feel your faustration each time it didn't dry.
I can feel all what you can feel,
that feeling of an aching kneel.
I can gather the pieces of your broken heart,
and your hopes that has been torn apart.
I feel your miseries that hunted you through the night,
and i can see why it took away your light.
I can see why you've been blinded by lust,
and why it feels so cold like frost.
I can see the ageing in your age,
and i can feel the range in your rage.
I can understand why you beared all these crosses alone,
even when you have someone that will never leave you all alone.
I can see you are on a mission,
on the lonely road of destruction.
I can see your future in the hand of fate,
and why it makes you irate.
I can see your face down in shame,
when you got no one to blame.
I can see your soul sinking in sin,
where all what it can hear is a loud din.
For every thing happening today,
you don't know where to run or stay.
No matter how hard you try you can't run away from your tomorrow,
cos it looks as good as a broken mirror
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FAREWELL TO FALSE LOVE
Farewell, false love, the oracle of lies,
A mortal foe and enemy to rest,
An envious girl, from whom all cares arise,
a beast with rage possessed,
A way of error, a temple full of treason,
In all effects contrary unto reason.
A poisoned serpent covered all with flowers,
Mother of sighs, and murderer of repose,
A sea of sorrows whence are drawn such showers
As moisture lend to every grief that grows;
A school of guile, a net of deep deceit,
A gilded hook that holds a poisoned bait.
A fortress foiled, which reason did defend,
A siren song, a fever of the mind,
A maze wherein affection finds no end,
A raging cloud that runs before the wind,
A substance like the shadow of the sun,
A goal of grief for which the wisest run.
A quenchless fire, a nurse of trembling fear,
A path that leads to peril and mishap,
A true retreat of sorrow and despair,
An idle girl that sleeps in pleasure's lap,
A deep mistrust of that which certain seems,
A hope of that which reason doubtful deems.
Sith then thy trains my younger years betrayed,
And for my faith ingratitude I find;
And sith repentance hath my wrongs bewrayed,
Whose course was ever contrary to kind:
False love, desire, and beauty frail, adieu.
Dead is the root whence all these fancies grew.
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FORGET ME NOT
Here we lay face to face once again,
With our heart shattered by our pain.
The sighs are so close to call,
With our minds enclosed in a fragile wall.
I wonder who will be the first to say what we want now,
With every sign of hope been cast down.
Where we were is like a season of love stain,
And the outcome brought an enormous pain.
Thinking of the lost love from far side,
Only help to tear me up inside.
It feels like you are a million miles away,
Now i can neither find a word to say.
Traces of emotion like an enormous mountain to climb.
And makes it irascible like stamp.
Each day life keeps passing with every season,
And to me existence has no reason.
You left an empty void inside of me,
Believe me things have not be the same with me.
Because you are my life, my hope and my love,
Now all that is gone passed by there of.
If only you knew what it feels like to be in love,
You would make your heart evergreen like the olive.
You shattered my heart like a broken mirror,
Which came with an enormous and unbearable sorrow.
You left my heart with a scar,
As i watch you leave from afar.
You threw me in a pit of hell,
For many reasons i can't tell.
I weep all night for my love gone,
For my heart is sick for death i long.
My eyes weep tears for love that's lost,
I'll mourn always for this great cost.
The hurt you caused is such no one should bear,
Taking advantages of my love and care.
But each day gives me hope,
And strengthens me so i can cope.
To me you are just a memory in life,
A memory that cut so deep like a knife.
No matter where you are now south or north,
Deep down your heart ' please forget me not '.
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Found My Everythıng
I look around the world guess what i found?
An ocean of love beyond all bound
I have found diamond and gold all in one piece
I have found an enormous peace
I have found a gift so priceless
I have found someone who leaves me breathless
I have found an island of treasures
I have found true love beyond all measures
I have found a heart with 4 chambers of endless comfort
I have found a touch that leaves my heart unhurt
I have found a home not so far away
I have found someone that gladdens my heart all day
I have found an angel in human skin
I have found joy that comes from within
I have found a light to my darkness
I have found a strength to my weakness
I have found the complete puzzle to my heart
I have found a darling and a sweetheart
I have found that which gives me peace of mind
I have found someone who is one in a kind
I have found a correction to all of my flaws
I have found someone that activates my inner pulse
I have found heaven on earth
I have found someone i will forever love till death
I have found a heart to love and hands to hold
I have found a warming touch when there is cold
I have found an answer to all of my prayers
I have found comfort that runs deep down my skin layers
I have found true kindness without limit
I have found a switch that turns on my love socket
I have found the food my soul longs for
I have found an angel that opens my heart door
i have found a true and a real friend
I have found an everlasting happiness with no end
I have found someone that makes my heart complete
I have found the reason why my heart beat
I have found a liniment for all my pain
I have found someone that makes us a twine
I have found my God's sent manna
I have found my everything her name is hannah
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GRATITUDE
Thanks to those who love me,
you made me feel irrplaceable.
Thanks to those who made me smile,
you showed me the true of taste of happinesss.
Thanks to those who envied me,
you made my heart grow fonder.
Thanks to those who cared,
you made me important.
Thanks to those who fought me,
you showed me the true worth of a friend.
Thanks to those who entered my life,
you made me who i am today.
Thanks to those who left,
you showed me that nothing last forever.
Thanks to those who stayed,
you showed me the meaning of love and friendship.
Thanks to those who broke my heart,
you showed me that nobody is worth my trust.
Thanks to those who gossip about me,
you showed me how popular i am.
Thanks to those who try to bring me down,
you showed me how strong i am.
Thanks to those who believed in me,
you showed me how special i am.
Thanks to those who hate me,
you showed me the meaning of the word ' ENEMY '.
Thanks to those who smiled because of me,
you made me feel invulnerable.
Thanks to those who prayed for me,
you made me indomitable.
Thanks to those who taught me,
you made me a success.
Thanks to those who celebrate me,
you made me a superstar.
Thanks to those who underated me,
you showed me how extraordinary i am.
Thanks to those who motivated me,
you brought out the best in me.
Thanks to my parent who gave birth to me,
they made me a human.
Thanks to God who created me,
you made me a super human.
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Happy Birthday
what an historic day for all to remember,
It's the 3rd day in the blessed month of december.
A day that marks the birthday of a great friend,
A special person that brings fun without end.
Rejoice for heaven has smiled on you,
With a rare gift of life available to few.
He has open his tap of blessing,
Just for you to keep on smiling.
Today is your day and i wish you all the best,
I hope you celebrate it with a lot of zest.
For today you are a year older,
Store away your many wishes until you feel bolder.
So let the drums roll and horns toot,
Now make a wish for a lot of loot.
For the world await your success story,
And to narrate the tale of your allegory.
I wish you a memorable birthday,
And everlasting happiness in all of your day.
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HEARTBROKEN
Saying you loved me, with that look in your eye,
I wish I could say, it was a cold hearted lie,
I know that you love me, I know that you care,
But the rage inside you, slowly flared.
I admit I've made many errors and mistakes,
over stepping the boundaries Which made me look fake,
I always said I would never do the things I did,
And I know that's why it so hard for you to forgive
.
So many times, we've said that we'd try,
Just to turn around, and make each other cry
.
Remember how it was, when we first started out?
We fell so hard, maybe fell in love,
At one point you'd notice, ONLY me in the room.
Now it seems our relationship is headed for doom,
We both did things we can't undo,
And not that long ago, I was EVERYTHING to you,
I admit my mistakes, but can you admit yours?
I have paid for what I have done, as you've paid for yours.
You call me names and act like you don't care,
All the while, our love for each other is still there.
I never meant to hurt you, or cause you any pain,
I know neither of us want to go through this same thing again.
I owe you so much, and I have so much to prove to you
But you continue to do things you wouldn't want me to do
We always have these tears to cry,
And are left with all these wondering questions of why?
Why can't we get past the past? You think I expect to much to fast,
But don't you want to become whole at last?
Why won't you at least try to believe me, instead of pushing me further away?
I have these emotions, I wish you could see all of it in array
Sometimes I get really upset, cause I feel you don't understand me
Deep inside me I know I shouldn't let it to be
Will you ever love me like you USED to? Show me the love
that I ONCE knew?
The love that from, we Both grew,
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When will you see? I'm starting to feel like I hardly know you anymore?
When can we go back to how it was before?
Will we still hurt if we heal? Or by that time, will we still feel?
My dreams of US does not look like it's coming true, All I feel is sad and blue,
And I know you're looking for other things to 'do',
You're sick of me, and want something new.
Stanley Oguh
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HER ANATOMIC BEAUTY
A face masked with beauty,
And a heart engross with charity.
An eyes as blazing as the sun,
Attached to a creature that brings fun.
Lips that produces an astonished smile,
That can make the air still for a while.
A nose that makes up her beautiful face,
Wonderfully created in the whole of human race.
A tongue that speaks for the truth,
Of a unique creature down from her root.
A pair of hands that embrasses love,
Love of her father above.
A chest that protects her special heart,
From thorns that can tear it apart.
Hairs both dark and brown,
That helps fit in her beauty crown.
A mind that's as peaceful as a dove,
Connecting with a will to show love.
A pair of ears that makes her a good listener,
And 2 fist that makes her a good fighter.
20 set of amazing fingers,
That makes her beauty lingers.
A reddish fluid that flows through her vains,
And tears that help wash away all her pains.
In her face lies 2 dots of dinpples,
That makes her lovely, gorgeous and simple.
A slimy gorgeous body of hers,
That makes her more beautiful than her pals.
From the crown of her hair to the sow of her fit,
Looks so radiant without a zit.
A pair of legs that keeps her moving by faith,
And also enables her to raise above hate.
She posses a skin so bright like a star,
And as sweet as ester.
All these unique parts comes together,
To make up a special creature altogether.
Believe me when i say she's amazing to be with,
And a perfect world without her is incomplete.
Her face is made without a scar,
That's why her beautiful name is ESTHER.
Stanley Oguh
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I BELIEVE IN NIGERIA
With so many battles and killings,
with slim chances of healings.
Our peace has been taking away from us,
and our glory days are far behind us.
Our nation has been torn apart,
by those whose love are from our heart.
With tears runing down our cheek,
with the killings and violence at its peak.
Every where is been flooded by innocent blood,
and our treasure been lost in the mud.
Everyday we live our lives in fear,
with so much pain that we can't bear.
People been nurtured to the highest level of hatred,
and now innocent lives are been affected.
Hatred has given birth to death,
and death taking away our precious life on earth.
With people living their lives in hell,
even when they mean to do well.
Properties are been destroyed everyday,
and thousands of lives are been laid to rest each day.
Is it a crime to be a human? ,
or is it a sin to be a nigerian? .
Is it a cause to crave for peace in our nation? ,
a nation thats moving closer to the point of destruction.
Each day our kneels are planted on the ground in prayers,
to erradicate pains that is been inflited by peace haters.
All i know is that all hope is not lost,
because in the ebullent nigerian spirit i trust.
No matter the trouble we may be going through today,
it will be a testimony we'll say some day.
For every pain that we feel in our heart now,
the peace of heaven will erase it some how.
For every sacrifice we make for the peace of our country,
will go a long way to erase every of our misery.
No matter the level of destruction in our neighbour hood,
i believe one day everything will change for good.
Stanley Oguh
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IF LOVE HAD A LIFE
If comfort had a sound
it'd be that of your voice
If peace had a scent
It'd be that of your presence
If trust had a hue
it'd be your eyes blue
If sweet had a shape
it'd be one of your smiles
If beauty had a face
It'd have yours
If years were seconds
It'd be time with you
If love had a life
it'd be yours...my wife
If happiness had a name
It'd bear the name HANNAH
Stanley Oguh
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IMAGINARY LOVE
Let me tell you about a game I play
Where I close my eyes and fade away
I float away to a special place
Beyond the stars and moon and space
In this special place you see
There are only two people - just you and me
In this place, all is right
Nothing but love, and we never fight
In this place, there is no sadness
No cells, no courts, none of that madness
No rules to follow, no laws to break
No bars to hold us or separate
No one to tell us we can't kiss or touch
I don't just tell you 'I love you' - I show you how much
But eventually the game must end
My eyes must open, and reality sets in
But someday soon - I'm not sure when
I will close my eyes and play my game again
Stanley Oguh
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IN BETWEEN THE VALLEYS OF LOVE
Could there be a feeling stronger than this? ,
where every corner of my heart is now at peace.
Who would have thought that with each passing day,
i would long for this feeling i feel in my heart to forever stay.
It first came the very day i set my eyes on you,
it's like every thing around me changed to brand new.
You made a footprint in the dept of my heart,
it was like my whole life had a teste of a rebirth.
Then came that unique and special smile,
that made me forget my self for a while.
Looking at your beautiful face everyday,
makes me short of words to say.
All what i feel in my heart is an heart beat of love,
that keeps burning day by day like a burning stove.
All what i can think of his holding you in my hands,
and keeping everything about you in my mind.
Each day i keep wondering why God created you,
then i realised that this world will be an empty place without you.
Who said ' THE BEAUTIFUL ONES ARE NOT YET BORN'? ,
That is the biggest lie i have ever heared under the sun.
Taking a good look at you even,
will know that you are created with all the beauties of heaven.
If only my heart could say how it feels for you,
you will know that i will do the impossible just to have you.
If only i can take you to the highest place in the world,
and tell you all what in my mind that has never been told.
No matter the condition, no matter the weather,
i will always love you in my heart forever.
If ever there is an angel on earth,
you are the best one can ever get.
Deep down my heart you will always remain unforgettable,
wonderful, special, unique and irrplacable.
I just want to tell you one thing,
that i cherish you above everything.
If to love you is a crime,
i will gladly go to jail till the end of time.
I really and truly love you,
to the point that my life will never be complete without you.
I just want you to have it in mind that,
my love for you will never depart.
Stanley Oguh
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JUST LIKE NATURE
Just like the sunrise,
You drives away all my darkness.
Just like the sea,
my love for you knows no bound.
Just like space,
You makes a hole inside of me.
Just like rainfall,
You washes away all my pain.
Just like the rainbow,
You gives me hope and every reason to live.
Just like the heart,
i can't live without you.
Just like honey,
You sweetens my heart.
Just like the sun,
You brightens my world.
Just like my mum's food,
You're irresistible and irreplaceable.
Just like an angel,
my heart beats for you.
Just like my future,
You are my dream come true.
Just like alcohol,
You drives me crazy.
Just like the stars,
You're so amazing.
Just like the heavens,
You're three times an angel.
Just like diamond,
You're my treasure.
Just like the air,
my world is incomplete without you.
Just like ice,
You're cool, calm and collected.
Just like rose flower,
You are so full of beauty.
Just like the bank,
with you i feel secured.
Just like sugar cane,
the sweetest person i have ever met is ''YOU'
Stanley Oguh
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LIFE
At times our lives are set to change
Through no fault of our own range,
A change you know will break your heart
And keeps it pieces miles apart.
But what is more important to bear?
To live a life in fear!
Or change and live the life you should
With so many mysteries you never understood.
Everyone needs freedom
To live the life they should without fearsome!
They need to find their inner selves
And makes everything feels good themselves!
One may not get to have that innermost peace
Or to have its whole life all in one piece
Even right before the eyes
reality hits so hard and cold like ice
Fears keeps erasing every smile
And they never stop the torment not for a while
The body keeps living as the blood flows
Longing for that deep warm and inner glow
Patiently waiting for the arrival of a new dawn
To see the bright light from the sun
sadly sometimes it doesn’t work like that
Cos of the pain and sorrows in our heart!
They end up leading to our lonely lives
A life Of past regrets and lies
We tremble in fear today
Because tomorrow is an uncertain day
Not knowing what it will bring
Or where it pendulum will swing
We look into the future for hope
That will make life easy to cope
Looking for a life not stuck on the shelf
But a dream to see the reflection of your true self
Taking strength from true friend
Who will be there till the end
for life is a journey of self discovery
And everything that happens to us some how leads to our life recovery
Despite all our troubles coming from all channel
There is a bright and sparkling light at the end of the tunnel
Stanley Oguh
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LITTLE ANGELS
They are one of God's greatest blessing
So precious and caressing
They are the beauty of God's creation
For their birth means a lot to human evolution
They are inspiring to watch when they play
Especially when they build that dream castle with clay
They'll do what they see and say what they hear
But are always afraid of any nightmare
They mean every words they say
Each time they come together to play
They imagine so much with their little brain
And always excited with every drop of rain
just with every little thing they do
They Paint a picture of something new
They are the hope of a better tomorrow
Taking every dream to its highest peak like the kilimanjaro
They are the sunshine that shines in the dark
With a promising future getting ready to spark
Be it a single born or a twin
They all have a lovely and tender skin
Just like the stars in the sky
They build their hopes so high
When you see their smiling face
Their happiness all over the place
Singing, laughing, cries of glee
Come they say, Play with me
The slide, the swing, the monkey bars
Look at them close to see who they are
They dream of the future at a young age
Becoming the master of every stage
Their ideas and thoughts in their eyes shine
Imagination is a glimpse of their mind
If you watch them everyday
You'll see they learn as they play
At home, at school, wherever they go
This is where they learn how to grow
They are the future of the world
Linking us to our dream world like a cord
Their future is so sound like the morning bell
Cos they are God's little angel
Stanley Oguh
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LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
Love is a single soul that dwells in 2 bodies
It's a world full of hope, life and unending happiness
Love is a force more formidable than any known force
It's a thought, an emotion and a feeling of something special
Love makes your soul crawl out of its hiding place
It's the triumph of imagination over intelligence
Love is the beauty of the soul
And the uniqueness of the heart
Love is always patient and kind
It is never jealous and never selfish
Love is an act of endless forgiveness
It's a tender look that sees defects as perfection
Love is the joy of the good, the dream of the innocent
It's the wonder of the wise and the amazement of the God's
Love is a decision, a promise and a judgement
That sees beyond what the eyes can see
Love is the greatest miracle cure
It's the medicine for a broken heart
Love means to love that which is unloveable
And to believe in that which is unbelieveable
Love gives you energy to count the stars
And the ability to stare at the sun
Love is a shed that blinds our heart from hate
And fills our soul with lots of peace
Love is boundless for it has no limitation
It is so true that it has no atom of lies
Love is when you take away the romance, passion and feeling in a relationship
And still finds out that you still care for that person
Love is a gift of hope and foundation of trust
That builds the mantle of success
Love is the capability of making sacrifices
Bearing the burden of another person
Love never fails nor dies
For it cannot be destroyed by moth or death
Love is dream of life in eternity
And an expression of every good sense of humility
Love is a vineyard of everlasting happiness
In divine truth and meekness
For it's the genesis of human creation
Stanley Oguh
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Mathematical Love
Dear Love,
I may not be good with words
because my English
is not fluent, but What I feel deep
inside my heart
persuades me to express myself
mathematically. Every time I see u, u
simultaneously divide my life into
two equations. Because my
feelings for u cross multiply on a daily basis, u inspire
me to be greater
than zero. Your smile keeps me in
touch with the
special angles of my heart. You
make me feel relaxed on the Xaxis where Y is equals to zero. When I come
across u, I feel like I'm turning like
a parabola and
meet you on the turning point
where I can utter 3
words to you. Words that describe the mid point
of my heart. Without u my heart is
like a semi circle.
Because
u stole the other half. I will
appreciate if we could come together and solve for x so
that we both
stop to be vertically opposite and
start to be
corresponding angles. I know u r
intelligent enough to understand that when it comes to
trigonometrical
world, we r all positive in the first
quadrant.love you so much
Stanley Oguh
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MOMENT OF IMPACT
It's kind of strange the way things get to affect us
Finding it way into the inner most part of our soul
Our lives getting to experience a transformation
That changes our whole lives forever
The effect of this transformation is something extraordinary
And we can't seem to explain how or why it happened
All that we know keeping changing right before our face
taking a new shape and a new dimension
This changes affects everything around us
Connecting Our body, mind, soul αnd spirit
We get to have this connection with this unknown feeling
Taking our soul to the other side of life
We get to experience a little bit of peace
Even In the midst of all our fears
This transformation helps us to realize our true selves
Amongst all that we ever stood for
It helps us to realize the thick line between good αnd evil
And learning not to cross it
It helps us realize that life is rare gift
Not available to everyone
This helps to link us from where we are
To the place we want to be
Giving our lives a new shape and a new meaning
Defining us in the true nature αnd state of purity
We seem not to know how all this get to happen
Even when Our body, mind, soul and spirit shares α bond with this feeling
Can't understand why we fall so deep with it
That we can't control ourselves or our emotion
This feeling gets to manipulate us within
In the exalt time and moment
Creating this unexplainable impact
And also leaves a mark on our soul
Making us to understand the essence of our existence
And the true nature we are being created
To know that we are special
Gifted αnd talented in our own way
We may not know the right definition
or how to explain it but
Be it called a transformation, feeling or changes
We get to know our true self in this great moment of impact
Stanley Oguh
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More Than A Feeling
Love isn't just a single word or feeling
Said to tickle an ear and leave you reeling
Nor is love abstract and void of care
But what one envisions and does all year
We convey our love by things that we do
When a loved one is hurting we hurt too
Love is conveyed by deeds not merely said
And connects us all with a common thread
Love is single soul embedded in two separate bodies
That keeps the heart beating for many centuries
Love isn't a feeling for a short period
For Its care is countless and myriad
Love is a word some find difficult to say
But it leaves an enormous price to pay
Love is feeling of endless sacrifice
That can never be bought with no price
Love is bond that binds two souls
Its a great gift that must be extols
Love is a shield that not only blinds our heart from hate
But distance our soul from all forms of irate
Love means when one hurts us, we forgive
Not five years later to bring up and relive
Love takes our soul to where it belong
for it keeps no record of wrong
Love means to give without asking
For it makes living on earth basking
Love is boundless and priceless
Its limitation is endless
Love sometimes forces on us a ling wait
But love never delegates us power to dictate
Love is that master key to the door of happiness
Its the bricks that forms the mantle of success
We don't have to agree with each other to love
For God gave me what I was unworthy of
What's held in your heart your mouth will speak
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So before speaking do a mental critique
love is never idle or to be cast in mothballs
I see love as a servant in coveralls
In short, Love is GODS nature in procreation
For it's the genesis of human creation
Stanley Oguh
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MY BELIEVE
I believe that the sun shines after the rain
if you don't get hurt you'll never gain
I believe in not doing things the easy way
that being selfish doesn’t pay
I believe in life of second chance
And in a life of long romance
I believe there is life after death
And a chance of a rebirth
I believe in love at first sight
that revenge isn’t right
I believe that dreams do come true
And there's destiny for me and you
I believe that good things come to those who wait
And love never arrives too late
I believe life is a stage
And it will unfold itself page by page
I believe a smile can be contagious
For it makes one outrageous
I believe in living with no regrets
For life is as good as it gets
I believe each friend is there for a reason
Some a blessing while some a lesson
I believe in the amazing power of a smile
It helps to cure ones heart ache even from a thousand mile
I believe that to learn you have to live
that to love someone you have to give
I believe one moment can change your life
And there's still help when you’re in strife
I believe everything happens for a reason
Be it an heroic or an act of treason
I believe in the power of love
For it brings Gods peace from above
I believe living is the best experience
And not laughing at other people’s expense
I believe it’s hard to watch a lover leave
For it can stop one to breath
I believe to always look on the bright side
For life is just one big ride
I believe when I die people will grieve
But it’s ok that I believe
Stanley Oguh
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My Better Half
I always knew love will come find me some day
But never did i know that it will be you who is headed my way
You caught me off guard and took me by surprise
Happiness and peace i feel each time i look into your eyes
It's true that every good and perfect gift is from above
Cos you were presented to me packed with beauty and divine love
You are like a dream come true
The moment destiny brought together me and you
You brought light to my dark world
Laying the foundation to my dream world
It isn't finding the perfect person that really matters to me
Cos each time i look into your eyes perfection is all i can see
From when you cry to when you laugh
From when we joke to when we chaff
You made me realised how lucky i am
Finding someone like you who is as precious as a gem
Sometimes i wonder if my feeling towards you is too good to be true
Cos am so scared of the thought of losing you
Being beside you feels just right
And never will i let you out of my sight
For i finally found someone to fill the void in my heart
And make my wall of loneliness to fall apart
Someone to bring me peace of mind
αnd fill the empty spaces in-between the fingers in my hand
A heart to love and hand to hold
Someone to cherish and behold
I may not know what tomorrow may bring
All i just want is for your finger to wear my ring
It's an honour to know that am yours as you are mine
We are connected like the bone to the spine
I don't need to doubt my feelings i know they are true
Cos they led me right in finding you
I want to hold your hand and walk a million mile
Looking at your face starring at your amazing smile
You occupy a special place in my heart
And nothing in this world will make my feelings for you depart
I love you so much to the point of going craze
For you are so special and amazing
I have spent half of my life searching for you
Let me spend the remaining half of it being with you
Stanley Oguh
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MY HEART YOUR HOME
Come and make my heart your home
And be everything i ever know
Come αnd be the author of my success story
For only you deserve all glory
Come and be the light in my darkness
And the only source of my happiness
Come and be everything i ever live for
For i need u in my life even more
Come and be my only true friend
αnd be by my side till the end
Search me through and through
Till my heart becomes a home for you
Stanley Oguh
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MY RAINBOW
Ever since I left you I have been through hell
With so much pain that i can't tell
it’s like a big dark cloud Hovering over my soul
From my north to my south pole
I feel like a prisoner for you like I am in handcuffs
Now I wonder what I was thinking when I took off
Your absence makes life meaningless
For my lungs now gasp for air BREATHLESS
Don’t wanna be on mute no more
Cos without you life taste so sour
The pain i now feel echoes around my heart walls
And loneliness draws closer as sun rises and night falls
Life without you Is just a rip-off
All other girls are just bloody knock off
I was a jerk and i feel remorse
With a touch of inner force
As Tears rolls down my cheek
It makes me drown so deep that i can't speak
Even when am closer to my heart ashore
I still can't swim out of my emotional shore
I regretted ever letting you go
For i never knew it will cause so much throe
I want back into your life, am giving you heads up
For people break up and make up
Girl am not too proud to beg
For I will kneel and kiss your leg
you just got to understand
That beside you is where i want to forever stand
You must know that life is uncertain
For our future together has been destine
Girl I don’t know what else to say
For my life without you is on a brae
I am down on my knees
Waiting for you to accept my apologies
For Now i realize it should be you and I forever
You and I no matter the weather
Girl, please just don’t say no
For if you do, you will kill my blood flow
And Murder will be the case against you
Cos my life doesn't exist without you
Stanley Oguh
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MY SUCCESS STORY
Stepping out from the tunnel of champion,
Where my soul and victory have been bonded as a union.
Climbing higher than mountains,
And for sure my victory is certain.
Fought many battles harder,
And came through even stronger.
I race across every finish line,
And makes the top stories and headlines.
I can hear the cheering crowd,
And the screaming of my name aloud.
Roll out the drums,
And blow the trumpet across cities and kingdoms.
For earth has begot α hero,
A hero of class and defined ego.
Even when i don't get much love from my haters,
The taste of victory grows even much sweeter.
Victory at last in the end,
With so much foes and no friend.
The joy victory kept me going,
And the zeal of winning kept me moving.
Created with the power of an immortal,
That makes every conspiracy futile.
Inbuilt with the soul of a human,
That's why am a super human.
Now standing at the pinnacle of greatness,
After working through the road of success.
Hearing my name all over the corners of the earth,
Gives me immeasurable joy i never once felt.
Each time i crumble or stumble,
It makes me even more humble.
For winning is the aim,
And victory is my name.
Finally am a success story,
To God be the glory.
No matter the amount of hate i get,
The more victorious i get.
The more they think i will fail,
The more i make them look pale.
Even when my chances grows thinner,
It really doesn't matter because in the end am a winner.
Stanley Oguh
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MY VAL
Today is a very special day
I wish you love in so many way
Love as deep as the sea
Love that is as cute as me
Love that is beyond all bound
A love that will turn your whole life around
Love that is felt in the heart
A love that nothing can tear apart
A love sweeter than honey
A love more comfortable than money
A love without tears
That will drive away all your fears
A love that's amazing as the stars
That can heal even the deepest scar
A love so true like the gospel
And more charming than a spell
A love without stress and pain
Love that you'll care to ask for again and again
A love that is as blazing as your sweet smile
A love felt even from a thousand mile
A love that will last for ever
And makes life worth living no matter the weather
A love beyond measure
That you'll for your whole life treasure
A love that you'll cherish
That will never perish
A love of happiness
Living no space for sadness
A love that will never hurt you
That is as special as you
A love that is worth living for
At the same time worth dying for
A love that will bring peace
That will never be on the lease
A love that'll attain the level of perfection
That will be filled with so much care and affection
A love that is far from hate
Just for you my soul mate
Today is VAL so I wish you love at its fullest
For you deserve nothing but the best.
Stanley Oguh
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My Vow To You
I vow to help you love life
To always show you the warmth of my care
To always be by your side at all times
To always hold you in tenderness
To have the patience that love demands
I vow to fix and love you in all your forms
To speak when words are needed
And to share the silence when they are not
To agree and to disagree
I promise never to forget that this is a once in a life time
And to always know that no matter the challenges that will put us apart
We'll always find a way back to each other
To love and cherish
To live in the warmth of your heart
And to always call it home.
Stanley Oguh
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NEVER MINE
You just walked out that meaningless door
You really did leave, and kept my heart sore
You never knew what I thought in my mind
You never knew you were the best thing i will ever find
You left and unknowingly left me there lonely
When what were left were me and the four walls only
‘Alone! ’ I cried again… It was my heart shouting
You coming back was what I was always doubting
You would never understand what was happening
Even if I said everything, you won’t be imagining
And I’m sure you could never know or feel
You’ll laugh as if it’s a joke and not real
I fell into tears and my heart into pieces it split
But you won't know and wouldn't feel the guilt
You may come to me and talk about everything around you
But never ask me who my heart pumps blood to!
Because between us, there is something empty, some dots
Where silence lays, and my heart multiple times was shot
I knew you wouldn't see me the way I want you to
But I still had hope from my heart when it told me what you may do
I wish I was everything for her for one second…
'She has her heart taken and sold…' I reckoned.
I can’t believe I’m thinking of you every breath I take
I wish all, except one of these thoughts are fake!
I wish you recognize me, even if it’s once in a year
I would appreciate this day and would not shed a tear!
But this appreciation wouldn't come in a night
It needs a lot of work so it comes to be alright!
But I’m still not sure everything may be okay someday
Because these days, nothing goes on our way
But hope would never elope in my heart
Because it’s playing an important life part
It’s giving me a smile to stick on my face when I see you
I wish you ever smile to me in the way I mean to
But someday you will… And I hope I’m not just thinking of nothing
I hope this thing would come true once even if we were rushing
Even if we have a lot of things to think about
I need a smile to cut me straight out
I’m 100% sure you would never be mine
But 'HOPE' is a word full of shine
That makes my eye tingle and see you there on my eyelid
I sometimes miss someone deep inside me, that kid
That innocent kid who never knew what it’s like to love
Specially someone who is stages and stages above
Who treats you freely as his own young sibling
Who thinks all she can do is scribbling!
Although, I want and need to get out of this wrong situation
In this way, I will lose everything and I must change my love station
Stanley Oguh
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Next To You
There exist this perfect place
A place of peace
A place of joy
A place away from loneliness
A place away from pain
A place of happiness
A place far away from hate
Where Anger and fear are not allowed
Not even Prejudice can enter
A place where two hearts beat as one
A place full of love
A place built with so much care
A place full of sincere feeling and emotion
A place far from sadness
A place i forever wish to stay
A place where i no i belong
A place as safe as heaven
Where our passion flows in one wave
A place where two souls are interwoven,
Touching the inner-place of one another
A place that I long to come back to again and again
A place of sweet abandon
A place as sweet as nectar
That place is a place next to you
Stanley Oguh
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Our Dreams
what a dream we all have,
An image we all crave.
A unique and wonderful picture,
Of a special and outstanding future.
Built with the desire of the heart,
Made easy when not torn apart.
A voice stronger than rock,
An exceptional vision that can never be mock.
With a zeal of consciousness,
Attaining the site of greatness.
Our dreams may have some ordinary introduction,
But with an extraordinary definition.
A dream that will shine the light,
Through the darkest of the night.
A dream never heard of before,
And a dream never seen before.
It may have some beginning misery,
But it will surely have an ending victory.
Stanley Oguh
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PERFECTION
You're an epitome of beauty,
Embellish with every beauty of heaven.
A radiant star even in the darkest of the night,
So elegant and glamorous.
You're so precious like diamond,
Difficult to get hard to lose.
A flower in the world of thorns,
Irreplaceable and incomparable.
A light in a dark world,
Magnificent in the eyes of men.
You're a unique treasure,
You're priceless.
A voyage of knowledge,
With a touch of supernatural brilliance.
A million times an angel,
Blessed with an astonishing smile.
A diva amongst beauty queens,
Created out of the ordinary.
You're a bed of rose,
So rare and so precious.
You're an amazing being to behold,
Engraved with every happiness of heaven.
An exceptional lady,
Created with the priceless gift of womanhood.
You're a symbol of divine happiness,
Crafted with every alloy of perfection.
You're the apple of God's eyes,
And the heartbeat of his heart.
A lady of great attribute,
With a touch of class.
You're a gift for humanity,
With a heart polished with gold.
A dear friend and a sweetheart,
With a touch that never pains.
A lady of Godly character,
Blessed amongst women.
If perfection is what you're searching for? ,
Just remain the same.
For you're a beacon of good morals,
And the dream of every man.
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Priceless
HANNAH
The tears in my eyes
HANNAH
The girl i have been searching all this years
HANNAH
The sun in my world
HANNAH
An angel to behold
HANNAH
A home not so far away
HANNAH
A blessing in every way
HANNAH
A road map to my happiness
HANNAH
The strength to my weakness
HANNAH
The lady my heart beats for
HANNAH
The lady my soul longs for
HANNAH
The light in my dark night
HANNAH
My wrongs made right
HANNAH
A lady that makes my world complete
HANNAH
Without her heartbreak is all i can forfeit
HANNAH
A million times a lady
HANNAH
A lady that drives me crazy
HANNAH
A make up of divine beauty
HANNAH
Created for an happy duty
HANNAH
The name that suits an angel
HANNAH
A lady whose voice sound sweeter than a morning bell
HANNAH
The one my heart belongs to
HANNAH
A beauty from her hair to her toe
HANNAH
A priceless treasure
HANNAH
A joy without measure
HANNAH
In whom i have found peace
HANNAH
Beauty and uniqueness all in one piece
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HANNAH
A lady with an amazing smile
HANNAH
A wonderful friend with a care felt from a thousand mile
HANNAH
Crafted with every alloy of perfection
HANNAH
Made with all measures of affection
HANNAH
All my words may not express the way i feel about you
But all i know is that my world will not be complete without you
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QUESTIONAIRE
I have so many questions to ask,
Maybe they can ease life's task.
Is it a sin to be a human? ,
Or is it a crime not to be antediluvian? .
Is it a sin to follow directions from your heart? ,
Even if they can tear it apart.
Is it a sin to think of the peace of heaven? ,
That can't be found even when been craven.
Is it a sin to fall in love with a lady? ,
That makes you happy and cosy.
Is it a sin to be born into a world full of crime? ,
Where hatred and corruption is at it prime.
Is it a sin to believe you can make it? ,
Even when things makes you feel your struggle isn't worth it.
Is it a sin to hope for a better tomorrow? ,
Irrespective of past misery and sorrow.
Is it a crime to be a blessing to the world? ,
Forgetting the evil tale you've been told.
Is it a crime to be educated? ,
When examination malpractice have been adopted.
Is it a crime to be a Christian? ,
To be in a state of pristine.
Is it a sin to be loved by many? ,
When the chance of survivor is weeny.
Is it a crime to be victorious? ,
When no one thought to be judicious.
Is it a crime to leave your destiny in the hands of fate? ,
When everything keeps making you irate.
Is it a sin to feel invincible? ,
When to people you are just irascible.
Is it a sin to feel loved? ,
Or is it a crime to be loved? .
Is it a sin to be God's instrument of peace? ,
Uniting the whole of human race.
if everything in life is a sin to have,
Then there exist no heart that is brave.
All we need is God's immunity,
That will better all humanity.
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RECONCILIATION
I sat at the bottom of your heavenly stair case,
looking at your face that makes me abase.
Terror and fear runs down my spine,
making it seems as if our relationship may be twine.
My feet trembles at the hearing of your name,
and my soul has been sunken deep down in shame.
Every cell in my body have been swimming in sin,
making me to lose a linchpin.
My soul has been cast down to the last,
for every sinful deed i did in the past.
If only i can go back in time,
i will gladly erase every done wrongs and crimes.
Because right now my soul feel lost,
and am determined to get it at all cost.
If only i can get one more chance,
i will atone for all my mischance.
Right now my whole life has been torn apart,
and am been left with a broken heart.
Every day i falls down on my kneels,
and cry for the pains that i right now feels.
Each day i keep asking myself inside,
what i was thinking when i left your side.
I keep streching to hold back your loving hands,
because right now i drowing in sin like am in a quicksand.
I keep hoping to have you back in my mind,
for you are the best treasure anyone can ever find.
I plea for the forgiveness of all my sins,
and a chance for my soul to be pristine.
I have choosen to walk back in your holy path,
in order for me not to face your wrath.
You have been so good to me irrespective of my iniquity,
erasing my evil deed with your divine immunity.
I have choosen to love you above everything that ever existed,
and to follow you till death even when am been taunted.
For i finally realised that you are the way, the truth and the life,
whosoever that ever have you will surely have everlasting life.
I hope to see you smiling at me in heaven,
for thats all what i have been craven.
Because right now am curious and eager,
to be with you in paradise forever.
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SCARY
Mirror hanging on the wall
Bloodstains in my eyes
Pain in my blood stream
Guilt in my soul
My head buried in my hands
Torment pierce my inner skin
Heart beat of anxiety
And breathe of frustration
Laughter filled with anguish
A smile of disappointment
Thought of negativity
A road to an unknown destination
A twisted soul, an empty head
A heart swallowed in hatred
An empty vase filled with memories
Dark secret lies in shade of speech
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SENT FROM HEAVEN
In her face,
There is hope.
In her smile,
There is kindness.
In her food,
There is satisfaction.
In her movement,
There is grace.
In her lips,
There is an amazing smile.
In her eyes,
There is respect.
In her touch,
There is tenderness.
In her breast milk,
There is nourishment.
In her words,
There is truth.
In her open hands,
There are palms of care.
In her back,
There is comfort.
In her heart,
There is love.
In her thought,
There is a dream.
In her voice,
There is peace.
In her maternal teaching,
There is an heavenly lesson.
Inside her womb,
Feels just like heaven.
Behold she's the hand made of the lord,
Created right from the depth of God's heart.
She's an angel,
With an invisible wings.
She's God's creation,
With all perfection.
Guess who she is? ,
She's my mother
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SO SORRY
Three words, eight letters, so difficult to say
They're stuck inside of me, they try and stay away
I try to speak them but my voice can't catch the air
May be am afraid of the lost feelings and emotions it will stir
There's one sad truth in life I've found
That mistakes are meant to happen cos they are never out of bound
True love like yours is a great gift that shouldn't be toyed with
Rather should be treasure αnd cherished it
With lots of love αnd care
But that i fail to do αnd now it's causing me a nightmare
Knowing that losing you will make my world meaningless
With so much pain that are endless
I admit i made α mistake by crossing the line
Cos all that happened between us are no person's fault but mine
I failed to be by your side when you needed me
Especially when your world was AT SEA
I left when you needed someone to hold you
hug you αnd respect the true worth of your value
I always say i will never do the things i did
attempting those things u forbid
So many times i said i will try
But all i did was to make you cry
So many times you needed someone to talk to
someone to listen αnd understand life from your own point of view
I was never around when u needed someone to show you true love
Someone to take away the pain you can get rid of
I never wished to cause you so much pain
Never want your love αnd care towards me to be in vain
Am deeply sorry for the pain you went through for my sake
All the hurts αnd heartbreak
Am sorry for the tears that came out from your precious eyes
Am sorry for the wrongs αnd lies
If only you knew just how much that i want you to stay
How i wish that this feeling would just go away
This unbearable guilt that i've caused on my own
I feel as if i've cut you deep, straight to the bone
You must know that i need your love to survive
And without you i'd be more dead than alive
You must know that i love you, after all that we've been
through
And it pains me so much, to know that i've hurt you
Baby i'm so sorry, i know i did you wrong
But right by your side is where i belong
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SPEECHLESS LOVE
I tried to tell you I love you
but the words were hard to find.
I'm always thinking about you
you're the only one on my mind.
Oh why do I act so shy forever hiding my face
I should learn to laugh and not to cry put
yourself in my place.
There were times I tried to kiss you but
something told me no.
You wanted me to hold you
but I kept letting you go.
I'm afraid that I am not the guy
you've searched for all these years.
I will kindly leave now don't you cry
try to hold back your tears.
I haven't seen you for quite awhile
When I think of how we met it only brings back your smile.
I remember when I held you then and
told you we'd never part
I loved you then I love you now and
I'll forever hold you in my heart.
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SUCCESS
Success is not just being the best,
it's been so unassisted in a test.
Success is not been someone else,
but by making yourself a role model to everyone else.
Success is not just academic stability,
it's the mandate to succeed in every good ability.
Success is not just getting there first,
it's sometimes needed to carry the rest.
Success isn't ' i know and you don't ',
neither is it ' you know and i don't '.
It always says ' what can we learn from eachother ',
or ' lets strive to be the best together '.
Success is not measured by fames or fortunes,
but by the amendment of the past misfortunes.
Success has nothing to do with your age,
neither is it acheived by lust or rage.
Success is not having all you want,
but by you appericiating, cos that will count.
Success is set in motion by great men,
who have nothing to do wit bad omen.
success doen't smile and say ' i have all ',
neither does it laugh and say ' you don't have at all '.
Success isn't in knowledge or wealth,
but it's in justice and divine health.
Success is acheived by great readers,
who end up being exceptional leaders.
Success is not a feeling of superity,
but by a unique character and humility.
Coupled with hardwork and determination,
in other to acheive all dreams and visions.
Success doesn't mean financial prosperity,
but it means heavenly security.
To get tn the house of greatness,
one must walk through the road of success.
Successful people believe right from d day of their birth,
and in that which can't be destroyed by moth or death.
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THANKSGIVING
Light of the world you step down into darkness,
Just to show me the tenderness of your love and kindness.
You brought love more than anyone did,
And protect me right from when i was a kid.
You gave me every reason to smile,
Making my struggle for salvation worth a while.
You brought to me the peace of heaven,
Giving my soul joy that it has been craven.
You made my future so bright like the sun,
And Every moment spent with you brings so much fun.
You placed gold and diamond on my fingers,
And made my happiness lingers.
You brought joy like i have never known,
And unconditional love beyond what i have been shown.
You gave life to me even though am a sinner,
And amongs all my battles you made me a winner.
You're my shelter from all of earth's troubles,
Making all my enemies to crumble.
When i needed hope and inspiration,
You've always been there giving me your attention.
How about the tenderness of your care? ,
That wipes away all of my fears.
Because you liveth i can face tomorrow,
Inside you there is no tears and no sorrow.
You've blessed me beyond my widest dream,
Making me live the life of my dreams.
You gave up your life on the cross just for my sake,
Making a sacrifice that i wasn't able to make.
Your blood paid that great price by faith,
Just for me to be able to rise above hate.
You've been the best thing that has happen to me,
That's why by your side is where i want to forever be.
You made me walk through the shadows of death,
Giving me a taste of an heavenly rebirth.
King of all days be highly exalted,
For only you can be trusted.
Thanks for everything you've done for me,
Making me the best that i can ever be.
Amongst all the things you've done for me beyond all measures,
Thanks for being the best and greatest of all my treasures.
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THE BROKEN HEART
Can i ever forget that you ever existed in my heart,
Knowing the pain it caused me deep down my heart.
Each time i think of how it all got to this very point,
Only helps to send shock waves down my spines and joints.
It seems the joy you brought to my life,
Was cut short before it even began with a knife.
It seems you lasted just for few days,
While deep down my heart i long for you everyday.
Wishing and hoping we can go back to the day i found you,
When the whole of my life changed to brand new.
Bringing to me the happiness i never once felt before,
And an ebullient love i once hoped for.
You gave me hope for a better tomorrow,
By erasing all of my unending sorrows.
You gave me a great sense of humour,
Each time there is a scene of a tumour.
You made my life as sweet as it can be,
Even when there are things that can sting me like a bee.
How can i forget that amazing smile of yours,
That kept me dazzling beyond many hours.
How about the joy you gave me knowing that you are my best friend,
Went a long way to bring all my fears to an end.
And then every thing fell apart,
The very moment you left by breaking my heart.
First you made every thing seems like an horrible nightmare,
And brought to me an emotional darkness in an hare.
You turned every Grimes of happiness to pain,
And every traces of love to lain.
Making my eyes abated with tears,
More than what my heart can bear.
Pain of a broken heart is all i can feel,
And the aching of a bleeding knee.
All i have now is an empty and shattered heart,
That needs a taste of a rebirth.
It all happened very fast,
And now i'll try to put every thing in the past.
And keep hoping for a better future,
Without the glance of your picture.
All i know is that no matter the way it may seem,
You'll forever in my heart remain evergreen.
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THE DREAM CALLED LIFE
So it began with a flash of beams,
And they all thought it was just a mare dream.
Hoping to wake up one day,
And see that it was just a play.
But in the awaken of the sunrise,
Gave rise to something worth more than price.
It all started with a dream from heaven,
All it took was several days numbering up to seven.
To get this amazing dream on,
Even if it's still lukewarm.
Then came the birth of the stars,
And believe me it never remained dead like mars.
The dream kept on going,
And so like the air it kept on moving.
Until it got still for a while,
When it exploded like a missile.
And there it stood behold and begotten,
The finest of all creation from heaven.
A creation never seen before,
Never thought or heard of before.
And next was a breath of life,
A breath that's stronger than life.
A breath that brought about evolution,
A breath of divine resolution.
A breath that filled the lungs of men,
And gave rise to the world of men.
So the dream became more clearer,
For the generation of men was drawing nearer.
A generation of men of great kinds,
Made from the finest of all sands.
It still look like a mare dream,
But in reality creation it seem.
For they never understood,
How this extraordinary dream stood.
But in the end,
The dream gave birth to a world without end.
A life of justice, purity and happiness,
Full of love, joy and no sadness.
After giving birth to the world of humanity,
This dream will live on for all eternity.
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THE GIFT OF CREATIVITY
Seeds lie in their bed of packaged paper,
seemingly like bodies in a coffin, dead,
waiting for a resurrection when planted
into the warm earth with springs
rain and warm sunshine appear.
Reminds me of the bears in hibernation,
sleeping but awaiting their wake up call,
rousing out of a snoring long winter
to baby cubs being birthed and discovering
a new world for them to live in..
So it is by faith, the faith that worketh by love
our hearts never stop wondering;
the urge to create that our creator Himself
gave us of His very nature, to plant the seeds
of our imagination, with our paint brush,
our hands, our minds, our quill
to bring forth beauty for the beholders of our world.
Truly, love cannot work without faith,
and faith cannot work without love!
The love that propels us on the journey
to bring forth truth and magnificence that enriches the soul.
Just as mankind wants to perpetuate
their kind with descendants, so our hearts
want to create and fashion artistic
marvels that continue on after we are gone...
Creativity is love, and love truly is creativity!
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THE GREAT NATIVITY
Go sound the trumpet of victory,
and tell the tale of man's allegory.
The world of men has been given a unique gift,
that will change the face of humanity aloft.
Unto us a precious child is born,
that will amend all lives that has been torn.
Unto us men a treasure is given,
that will bring 2 us all the peace of heaven.
He is the enternal begotten son of GOD the father,
and the divine human redeemer.
He is the x-ray of God's judicious judgement,
that relieves us from our earthly pains like liniment.
He's birth has brought joy to the world of men,
and forgiveness of God to bad omen.
He is the prince of God's peace,
and lord of all human race.
He is the gift of God's immunity,
to the sins of the world of humanity
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The Jewel Of My Heart
The ways of life become colorful when your presence appears
Cos you light up the atmosphere with the smile of your lips
The glory of the morning radiate all around the sky
Each time your lips produces it amazing smiles
The earth rotates anti clockwise
Each time you are close to me
You draws the hope sprinkling with gaiety
That even the sad faces have no choice but to smile.
The shine of your look attracts dreams like stars in the sky
With a radiation of an angelic beauty
The caresses of your hands have the softness of rose petals
With a touch of comfort and boundless kindness
The unique character you possess
Defines every good sense of a perfect lady
The perfume of your love spreads in the air relieving every atom of pain.
Like a bright light illuminating the path to eternal happiness
The warm shades of your infinite sweetness
makes you a gift treasured above gold and diamond
The mirror of unimaginable beauty
Even the angels gasp at the wake of your presence
The heart of yours Molded with sandstones of love
With 4 chambers of unexplainable comfort
The 2 dots of dinpples on your pretty face
Makes u a goddess masked with beauty
The tenderness in every words you speak
Calms every rage of storm inside me
The softly touch of your angelic hands
And the gentleness of your kisses takes away my gift of speech
The rays of your love sets at the doorstep of my heart
Bringing a resounding hope and a chance for a new start
The gift of sunlight to brighten every darkness
With rays that penetrates into the deepest part of my heart
The amazing reflection of Gods peace in your eyes
Takes me through the corridors of heaven each time I look into them
The unique heart of yours that bears the seal of affection
With every of your deeds filled with so much grace
You are an heritage of an african woman
Created with every alloy of perfection
The splitting image of an angel
A beacon of light and a bundle of peace
You are the sunshine to my world
And my life will not be complete without you
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THE JOURNEY BEYOND
Just in a twinkle of an eye
A shining star goes off the sky
Before liniment could get to the aching sore
The transition is made through the exit door
Faster than the drop of rain from the cloud
The bell of judgment rings aloud
The sky goes blue
And the journey of life goes into review
Going from light to dark
Leaving behind a distinguish mark
Flashes of timeline and memories
That of happiness and those of miseries
Starting from the first seconds at birth
To the very last minute on earth
From every action
To it opposite reaction
From every drop of tears shed
To every strain of pain beared
From numerous evil that was suffered
To the few good that was whole heartedly offered
It goes on and on and on
Round every deed done under the sun
Bringing to a climax a journey of self discovery
A fairy tale of soul recovery
It sure will come at an unpredicted time
That unknown seconds which hunts us through our life time
The hour that expires on the body the garment of flesh
And an immortal life starts afresh
Accounting for every deed done in the land of the living
How we all carried out all our lives bidding
Every lies that was told
To every truth that was withhold
From our given abilities
To the way we best carry out our responsibilities
So ask yourself my friend
Where will you gonna end
On the side of the truth
Or those that will face his wrath
Is it going to be a jolly ride home
Or wishes and regrets in a tome
The choice is us to make
And the path is us to take
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THE JUNE I KNOW
The june i know comes in the middle of the year,
when there is no worries and fear.
Full of so many excitement and fun,
even when there is no bright light from the sun.
A month full of expectation,
and natured by determination.
Driven and directed by one's outstanding visions,
even in the presence of so many conspirations.
I know one's dreams are so indispensible,
because these june ambitions are unquestionable.
Even if there is still some doubtable swoon,
i know we will make it to the top soon.
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The Key To Life
Education
the light of our life
A gift of academic rife
Education
the key to a bright and rewarding future
A glue that joins our dreams like a suture
Education
A path to divine success
A smooth drive to our greatness
Education
gives our thinking a different appearance
And helps drive away all our ignorance
Education
It leads us to the path of prosperity
And gives our tomorrow a sounding security
Education
the process of teaching and learning
Which will help us in our future earning
Education
shaping our true character is the motto
Leading to a successful life it is the major factor
Education
The progressive discovery of our true self
And exploitation of the potentials of oneself
Education
a better safeguard of liberty than a standing army
A life boat that see us through our days of stormy
Education
A torch of academic brilliance
And backbone of inner resilience
Education
the key to unlock the golden door of freedom
And stage our rise to stardom
Education
A life sustaining material
Without it we can’t lead a life which is congenial
Education
not all about bookish knowledge
But it is also about practical knowledge
Education
makes a person stand up on his on toes
And helps a person to fight with all his foes
Education
A fundamental foundation
For any country state or nation
Education
A thick line between right and wrong
A ladder that takes us to the height where we belong
Education
Mother of all profession
That helps acquires all our possession
Education
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Is our right
For in it our future is bright
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THE LIGHT OF LOVE
Through the darkness, there came a light
Though so far but yet so bright.
I close my eyes and look deep insight..
I walk this darkness without a fright.
I clutch this image like a precious sight,
The one that sets my heart alight.
I hold that thought and now I write,
With the thought of us on this night.
I travel this road to find affection
I now edge closer and taste perfection.
The darkness evades, I've found protection
I reach this light to build my connection.
My strength has now so briskly grown,
I no longer feel I travel alone.
I continue to proceed on this empty path,
The wait is long but I show no wrath.
The star may seem so far away,
I set fourth my travels to meet that day.
I hold my faith and wait these years,
So far I've come, its worth those tears.
I stand, I sit and now I stare,
I look beyond me and see you there.
I've found the light and now I smile,
I've found my strength to crawl this mile.
I accept love like its my treat,
The thought is real, I'm now complete.
I hear sweet voices in my head,
They say my path is clear ahead.
Some just try but yet they fail,
The unconditional love that we prevail.
I had my freedom, I made this choice,
I found my love, I now rejoice.
I never believed I'd find this love,
Like that beautiful star from above.
I questioned love and what I feel
With you I learnt my love is real.
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The Lost World
An eyes abated with tears
More than what the heart can bears
A soul dashed in the darkest shadow
Leaving no hope of α better tomorrow
Pains of α broken heart
Happiness αnd human have been set apart
A world full of terrors αnd fear
That's all what the soul can hear
Traces of α forgotten smile
α smile that didn't get to last for α while
α battlefield full of shaded blood
αnd the land polluted with innocent blood
Storms of trouble αnd tribulations
Pains of tarnished reputations
Tears of shattered dreams
History of awful beams
Love now dines with hate
Destiny now left in the hands of fate
Cries of heartbreaks αnd betrayer
Tears of afflicted pain by adulterers
Empty street full of closed doors
Food that's never sufficient for the poor
World full of famished creatures
That blesses one with pains αnd tortures
People that will make you go through hell
Even when you mean to do well
Tears of disappointment αnd frustration
Traces of lost affection
That's all what you will find in a world without GOD in it
Even when there are so many pleasures inside it
Your misery can never be forgotten
αnd your pain can never be hidden
Emptiness of α broken heart is what you will feel
αnd the aching of α bleeding kneel
The only option is to hold-out to GOD's helpful hand
For you to have α rest assured mind
Cos he alone can heal your broken heart
αnd give your soul a chance of α rebirth
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THE MAN IN THE MIRROR
Fires ablaze within his abated eyes,
A smile concealing all his lies,
Screaming, begging, calling out,
A final, frantic, desperate shout.
Scarlet tears drip from each vein,
a vehemet covet to end his pain,
This silver blade stays by his side,
Because all hope inside has died.
As each day ends, and darkness draws,
The Devil toys with all his flaws,
helpless, alone, a worthless mess,
A broken child he must address.
I'm tempted when he calls his name,
A way out, an escape an end to shame,
To make it feel a lot less real,
A deal with the Devil, in blood he must seal.
They'll say he died of suicide,
But no one knows how much they've lied,
It wasn't a rope, a blade or pills,
That broke his soul and gave him chills.
He died inside to long before,
To live each day, an endless chore,
Pills could not kill what was already dead,
A twisted soul, an empty head.
In darkness he wait, in silence, alone,
Rose-tinted nostalgia, all around him has grown.
He beckon the Devil with the key of self-harm,
And I open the door for him with the blood of my arm.
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THE PRICELESS GIFT OF MOTHERHOOD
You have always been the best friend to me,
teaching and showing me what others could not see.
Blessing me with everything you do,
even when other showed me hatred with their boo.
You are the greatest gift to humanity,
and without you there will be no human community.
Your love can never be compared to none,
even in times of sadness you always bring fun.
Eachtime i think of the pains you went through for my sake,
helps to bring me bad memories that i can't take.
Especially the tears you sheard at the time of my birth,
makes me wish that you alone should be free from death.
I can't imagine the pain of carrying me for 270 days,
that is why i feel like thanking you in a million ways.
Thanks for the time you had sleepless night,
and thanks for every dream you made right.
Thanks for all the love and care,
and also thanks for wiping away all of my tears.
Thanks for believing in me when others didn't,
and thanks for blessing me with your love when others couldn't.
Thanks for all of your moral lessons,
and thanks for all of your maternal blessings.
Thanks for always watching my back,
and thanks for being the light in my dark.
Thanks for all of your delicious food,
and thanks for making me the best in the hood.
Thanks for bearing all of my botherings,
and thanks for sharing all of my sufferings.
Thanks for the gift of life,
and thanks for being part of my life.
Thanks for being part of my success story,
and thanks for being part of my tale alleglory.
Thanks for being the best treasure i could ever find,
and thanks for your support when am lagging behind.
I just can't thank you enough for every thing you have done,
right from the moment i was born.
Thanks once more for making me a human,
because all of your love and care made me a super-human.
I value you more than silver and gold,
because you are the sweetest mum in the world.
Stanley Oguh
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The Super Human
There once lived a great man,
That redeemed the hopes of all human.
He gave up everything,
For us to have something.
He was rejected,
For us to be accepted.
He was stressed,
For us to be blessed.
He was laboured,
For us to be favoured.
He was neglected,
For us to be celebrated.
He was condemned,
For us to be redeemed.
His life was destroyed,
For our lives to be restored.
His heart was sheltered,
For ours to be gathered.
He was agonised,
For us to be recognised.
He was disrespected,
For us to be respected.
He went through misery,
For us to have a long lasting victory.
In all reality,
He made us a celebrity.
He was punished,
For us to flourish.
He was abused,
For our enemies to be confused.
He suffered for a while,
For us to be able to smile.
He was tortured,
For us to have a great future.
He took away all atom of sickness,
Bringing to us much joy and happiness.
He sacrificed himself,
For us to be ourselves.
He died bearing the burden of our inequity,
For the betterment of the world of humanity.
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THE TASTE OF LOVE
She has it all in her
Even as I can see her from afar
Heavenly beauty and uncommon grace
That puts a smile on my face
A blessed hand to hold
And a companion to grow old
A mix of laughter & shouldered tears
That takes away all my fears
You gave me all in life I see as good
Made me dream of things I never thought I could
My pillar of strength deep in my soul
The one who made my life whole
Indescribable beauty inside and out
The love you reflect casts shade on my every doubt
The look in your eyes can make my heart skip
Ever since I met you I’ve enjoyed this trip
Each time we talk You take me through the corridors of heaven
Wishing to stay beside u twenty four / seven
The angels sings each time you come near
In your arms I have nothing to fear
Believe me when I say we belong together
Your face I want to see through the stormy weather
You gave my life a new meaning
Your presence alone leaves my heart reeling
A beacon of light
That brightens my darkest night
A gift above all riches and treasure
A bundle of peace beyond every measure
You crown my life with good fortune
Like a piano that produce melodious tune
Just as indispensable the sun is to the earth
You are to me cos I can't measure your worth
You are worth every tears in my eyes
as I dream of you with me walking down the aisle
You are the reason I want to wake up tomorrow
For life with you ends all my sorrow
I don't know what tomorrow may bring
All I just want is for your finger to wear my ring
To live with you together
Loving each other forever
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THE TIME OF ALBION
Here comes the birth of a new dawn,
a time when every hopes can be look up.
A moment of divine transformation,
that will change the destiny of our generation.
A generation of great attribute,
where the fate of the world will be accepted without dispute.
A generation of people with good character,
whose theme will be ' THEY LIVED HAPPY EVER AFTER '.
A time when sound of war will be forgotten,
and where every sins will be forgiven.
A time of divine & everlasting peace,
were our joy and happiness will not be on lease.
A world full of happy citizen,
with enermous blessings from heaven.
A time when evil will be erradicated,
and every single good deed will be counted.
A time full of brotherly love,
from people who are as gentle as a dove.
A realm of unity amongs nations,
where people will have to live without segregation.
A time when people are shown care,
where they won't have to live their lives with fear.
A time when there will be a chance of a rebirth,
without walking through the path of death.
A time of equal rainfall and sunshine,
when every darkness will be outshine.
A generation of people connected by a single bond,
and euthesastic of a peaceful world beyound.
A time of heavenly bliss,
when every thing will not be done amiss.
A time when everybody will be seen as one,
when the battle for good will have been won.
It is only through the acceptance of God,
that this extraordinary generation can be applaud.
Through the repentance from our sins,
that's only when this amazing time can be seen.
If only we can trust and love God with our heart,
our hope for this unique world will not be torn apart.
For he alone can put this world in the palm of our hand,
and give ur a reassured and a peace of mind.
Stanley Oguh
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THE UNSUNG HERO
I thought for a moment that he never felt the PAINS,
When he beared the burden of our guilts and STAINS.
You can't imagine what he went THROUGH,
for him to wipe away all of our sins THROUGH.
You can't imagine the whole of the SHAME,
when he left all his fortunes and FAME.
His head was punctured by THORNS,
and his body was tortured untill his cloth was TORN.
They put the nail throught his hands and FEET,
even as his imaculate and pure heart BEAT.
He cried out all of tears from his EYES,
untill his eyes were as dry as ICE.
They piassed his palm to the STAKE,
For all of human SAKE.
He didn't have to do it, but he did it ANYWAY,
for us to change from our evil WAYS.
He really love us so much that he took our PLACE,
In sacrificing himself for the whole of human RACE.
He died for our sins as if he's the ONE,
in expense of our freedom cos he WON.
He was humilated in front of MANY,
And as dejected by MANY.
They gave him the heavy cross to CARRY,
with so much hatred and MOCKERY.
He was whipped and scourged so HARD,
that his screems can be heard from 10 YARDS.
The stood there at calvary and watch him DIE,
After all the false accusations and LIES.
Even when he screemed ' IT IS FINISHED',
The whole world knew that ' IT WAS FINISHED '.
His blood paid that great price for our SINS,
For us to be free from our guilt and SINS.
He died bearing the burden of our INIQUITY,
for the betterment of the world and all HUMANITY.
It wasn't easy for him to do IT,
But at d end, it was worth IT.
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TOO LATE TO CALL
The sound of your voice echoes down my ears
You make me calm each time you come near
It's like souring to the corridors of heaven
Wishing to stay with you twenty four seven
You form a piece of what's been missing inside me
That I still can't explain how I right now feel
Each time I see you around
You fill my ears with romantic sound
Your face hunts my dreams every night
That I love every bit of your sight
I now see reasons why the beautiful ones are not yet born
Cos they fear competing with your beauty for which you've already won
God made an heavenly beauty in the person of you
That words cannot be enough to explain it to you
You are really an angel to behold
A master piece creation of what God mud
A bundle of boundless peace
That is never on a lease
You really need to see yourself for who you really are
For my words can't explain everything by far
I cherish every moment with you
And I crave for even more time with you
I know you belong to another man
That doesn't cherish you in a way a man should cherish a woman
A man that's blindfolded by greed
That follows his selfish interest like a creed
A man full of pride and ego
Not bothered if you stay in his life or you go
You deserve more than him
In everything that I have seen
For you are a beauty by far
Not a beauty from afar
A frame work of a perfect lady
That can drive any man crazy
I rally wish you can become mine
You and I together is something blessed and divine
I pray love connects us both
With a bond that can't be destroy by moth
To find happiness together
And live in peace forever
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TOO STRONG TO BREAK
The sound of your voice echoes down my ears
You make me calm each time you come near
It's like souring to the corridors of heaven
Wishing to stay with you twenty four / seven
You form a piece of what's been missing inside me
That I still can't explain how I right now feel
Each time I see you around
You fill my ears with romantic sound
Your face hunts my dreams every night
That I love every bit of your sight
I now see reasons why the beautiful ones are not yet born
Cos they fear competing with your beauty for which you've already won
God made an heavenly beauty in the person of you
That words cannot be enough to explain it to you
You are really an angel to behold
A master piece creation of what God mud
A bundle of boundless peace
That is never on a lease
A framework of a perfect lady
That can drive any man crazy
You really need to see yourself for who you really are
For my words can't explain everything by far
You gave me all in life I see as good
Made me dream of things I never thought I could
I cherish every moment with you
And I crave for even more time with you
With you I fell in love
Like peace did with a dove
Your love is the strongest thing I have ever felt
Being with you is the sweetest dream I have ever dreamt
I know you've heard ' I LOVE YOU ' a million times before
I am hear to say it some more
Just like a piano that produces melodious tunes
You brought to my world so many good fortunes
The angels sings when you are near
In your arms I have nothing to fear
I just can't imagine living without you
Our pictures together catches the eyes in a perfect view
By Your side I want to stand forever
For you and I are meant to be together
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Valentine
This is a very wonderful moment,
That reminds us those that gave us a special moment.
It is a day that expresses love at it fullest,
And shows us those that made us feel like the best.
This is a day that's unforgettable,
Because it feeling is irreplaceable.
A day to remember those that stood by us in times of trouble,
And believed in us whenever we stumble.
A day not only for husband and wife,
But an opportunity to experience the beauty of life.
Some never got the chance to feel it,
But you have the opportunity to express it.
A day to appreciate those close to your heart,
Those that stood when our life was torn apart.
Those to tell a big thank you,
For they make you feel like brand new.
Just look straight to them,
And give them the roses when they can still smell them.
Stanley Oguh
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WOES AND WONDERS
Show me a city full of happiness,
Then i will show you the effect of their weakness.
Show me a man who is full of himself,
Then i will show you why he's a fool to himself.
Show me your success today,
And i will show you your mistakes of yesterday.
Show me a community not far from the mountain,
Then i will show you why their security is certain.
Show me a holy man,
Then i will show you why he's called a human.
Show me a man who is not afraid of death,
Then i will show him the theory of birth.
Show me an ocean of misery,
Then i will show you how to swim in victory.
Tell me the meaning of ' STOP ',
Then i will show you the way to the top.
Show me your best friend,
Then i will show you where your dreams will end.
Show me a good and caring heart,
And i will show you why it hasn't been torn apart.
Show me your hall of pain,
Then i will show you all what u've gain.
Show me an exceptional reader,
Then i will show you a great leader.
Show me a way to financial prosperity,
Then i will show you a way to heavenly security.
Show me a great man of all time,
Then i will show you his footprint on the sand of time.
Show me a problem you can't solve,
Then i will show you why you haven't use the solution called love.
Show me a world full of fantasy,
Then i will show you the pain behind a life full of ecstasy.
Show me a kingdom built with wrath,
Then i will show you how much it is worth.
Show me a man with a problem free life,
Then i will show you why he hasn't gotten a wife.
Show me all of earth's pleasure,
Then i will show you why heaven is the place to be beyond all measure
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YOU ARE MY ANGEL
You are the sun to me,
Because you brighten up my day.
You are the moon to me,
Because you light up my way.
You are like the rainbow to me,
Because you give me hope.
You are the air to me,
Without you i can't cope.
You are the sea to me,
Because my love for you is endless.
You are like a treasure,
Because in you i found happiness.
You are like water to me,
Because you keep me living.
You are my medicine,
Because your love is my healing.
You are the sunrise to me,
Because you drive away my darkness.
You are like honey to me,
Because you posses all life's sweetness.
You are like my shadow,
Always by my side.
You are like the angels,
You bring me peace inside.
You are like alcohol to me,
Because you drive me craze.
Just like the stars,
You are so amazing.
You are like rainfall to me,
Because you wash away all my pain.
With you together,
Greater height we'll attain.
You are the heart to me,
Without you my life is incomplete.
Not having you with me,
Heart break is what i can forfeit.
You are my whole life,
Because you mean everything to me.
Forever and ever,
At your side is where i want to forever be.
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YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL
I can't say that everything is ok,
And i can't promise to take the pain away.
I can't trace the root of your fears,
But i will always be there to care.
When the road seem so long,
I'll be there to sing you a beautiful song.
When you are down and out,
Beside you is where i will always be throughout.
When the world comes crashing on you,
I'll be there to pull you through.
In the mist of all your worries and tribulations,
I'll always provide lasting solutions.
When your heart gasp for happiness,
I'll be there to drive away the sadness.
No matter how far you are be it a million mile,
I promise to brighten your face with a wonderful smile.
You will always find my hands to hold,
When everywhere is so cold.
In the darkest of the night,
I'll be there to hold you tight.
You'll always have my shoulders,
When you need someone to draw you closer.
I'll always watch your back,
And i promise to be the light in your dark.
When everything seem not to be going right,
I promise never to leave your sight.
I'll always be there to wipe your tears,
And also promise to take away your fears.
When ever you are weak,
I'll be the strength you will seek.
In your time of distress,
I'll be there to be your fortress.
When ever you feel all alone,
I'll be the strength you can't provide on your own.
No matter the number of times you run out of faith,
I'll always be there to help you rise above hate.
Whenever you feel you are been left aside,
I'll always be the angel by your side.
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